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ABSTRACT

This report presents a rigorous derivation, from first principles, of the random uncertainty
distribution of a sample of measurements of a complex number, allowing for partial linear
correlation between the complex number's real and imaginary parts, and assuming that the
underlying law of joint distribution of the real and imaginary parts is the law of Gaussian
normal correlation. This is the equivalent in two dimensions of the "Student's t"
distribution in one dimension. The principal result is an expression for the probability that
the underlying true value of the complex number is in the neighbourhood of any particular
point in the complex plane, in terms of the means of the sample's real and imaginary parts,
their standard deviations and their correlation coefficient. This probability density
distribution is such that the contours of equal probability density are ellipses centred on the
sample's two-dimensional mean, and a simple closed-form expression is given for the
probability that the true value is inside any particular ellipse, which relates directly to the
customary expression by confidence levels of uncertainties in measurement.
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INTRODUCTION

In theoretical work on the statistics of measurements, it is normally assumed that the result of a
repeated measurement is a single number, and the purpose of applying a statistical treatment is
to provide an estimate of that number's uncertainty. Some theory exists for analysing correlations
between several quantities measured simultaneously; but the customary treatment is not rigorous,
since it involves introducing the Gaussian (normal) error distribution without taking any account
of the underlying assumptions -which are often falsified by circumstances, in particular if the
number of repetitions of the measurement is not very large. This paper presents a rigorous
analysis, from first principles, of the probability distribution of repeated measurements of a
complex number, allowing for partial linear correlation between the number's real and imaginary
parts. Measurements of complex numbers are continually being made in applications of electrical
standards, because of their use as "phasors" or "vectors" in RF and AC theory, and this work was
undertaken to help improve the accuracy of such measurements on microwave network analysers;
but the mathematics is completely general and will apply in any measurement context where
complex numbers arise naturally, or indeed to any pair of partially-correlated variables.

To demonstrate the consistency of this work, it is necessary to show how the familiar statistical
distributions follow from the same underlying assumptions as are made to derive the new
probability distribution. I begin, therefore, by examining the derivations of the binomial
theorem, the normal distribution and the "Student's t" distribution, following the treatment given
by Jeffreys [1] (whose book has guided the logical development of this work). This part of the
paper (Part I) may be skipped by readers who are uninterested in its subject matter.

PART I

Elementary orobabilities illustrated by the binomial theorem

I consider first the simplest possible type of repeated "measurement", which consists of performing
some procedure which gives an answer to a "yes/no" Question -such as tossing a coin and asking
"was it a head?", or throwing a dice and asking "was it a six?". It is assumed that a "yes/no" answer
is always given to the Question; I exclude coins which fail to come down when tossed, or which
land edgewise. It is also assumed that an answer does not depend on previous answers. It then
follows that, if the underlying or prior probability of obtaining the answer "yes" is y, and that of
obtaining the answer "no" is x, then y+x=l; in the customary jargon, the two answers are mutually
exclusive and exhaustive. Furthermore, the joint probability that (l+m) "measurements" will give
"no" l times and "yes" m times, in any particular specified order, is xtym. The number of possible
orders is determined from the theory of combinations and permutations as (l+m)!/(l!m!), and the
prior probability of any of these orders is the same as that of any other; so, by the usual addition
rule for exclusive probabilities,

(1)

This expression is a typical term in the binomial expansion of (x+y)t+m. If (l+m) is chosen and
l is allowed to run over all the possible values from 0 to (l+m), with m varying correspondingly,
then the sum of all the mutually exclusive values of P(l&m) is (x+y)t+m, which is 1 for any
number of repetitions; this is to be expected, since all the possibilities have been exhausted.

1
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The line of argument just given contains a number of imperfectly-stated assumptions; I have
introduced the ideas of prior probability, independent trials, equally-likely alternatives,
exclusiveness, exhaustiveness, and the addition and multiplication rules for combining elementary
probabilities into compound ones. Jeffreys [I] presents a very detailed discussion of these,
referring them all back to a consistent set of axioms and conventions. I shall not try to reproduce
all his material, but some general comments are in order here; more will be said as the arguments
progress.

Probability theory is not, and cannot be, completely rigorous in the sense of proceeding by
inexorable logic from a few unchallengeable assumptions; it makes predictions which can be used
to test the assumptions from which they were deduced. Eqn (1) above is such a prediction, or can
be made so with a little more work; and its validity (for the kind of repeated measurement to
which it is intended to apply) is not seriously disputed by any of the schools of the philosophy of
statistics, which is a good practical indication that the philosophical debates about such matters
as prior probability are irrelevant in such simple cases. The problem becomes rather more
difficult when the number of possible outcomes (or answers to the generalised question) becomes
infinite, as in the form of a continuous variable; and more will be said about this in due course.
In the meantime, it should be noted that the derivation of eqn (1) does not depend on assuming
any particular values for x and y, only that the values do not change as the experiment proceeds
(and sum to 1 for consistency). If, then, eqn (1) is used to predict the values of land m arising
out of a long series (or even a short series) of repeated measurements, the values of x and y can
be inferred from the measurements and compared with a priori predictions -such as 1/2 and 1/2
when looking for heads, or 5/6 and 1/6 when looking for sixes. Such comparisons test both the
physics underlying a probability law (such as eqn (1» and the physics underlying the predicted
values of the law's parameters; so probability theory is a branch of theoretical physics, and the
role of mathematical logic within it is not to prove that it is 'true' but to prove that it is consistent.
This hybrid dependence on logic and experimental observations is summed up by the much-
quoted and variously-translated remark attributed to Lippman by Poincare (see Whittaker and
Robinson [2]): "Everybody believes in the exponential law of errors: the experimenters, because
they think it can be proved by mathematics; and the mathematicians, because they believe it has
been established by observation".

The normal distribution (de Moivre's limit of the binomial law)

Moving on from these general remarks, I consider next what happens to the binomial law when
the number of measurements, (l+m), in eqn (I) becomes large. Suppose that neither of the
underlying probabilities x and y is very small (if this is not true, the binomial law still possesses
a limiting form, but the limit is the Poisson distribution; the interested reader may pursue this in
[I], for instance). It then follows that (l+m), land m all become large together, and may be well-
approximated using Stirling's asymptotic expansion (e.g. Jeffreys and Jeffreys [3]):

In z! ~ In r(z+l) ~ (z+.!) In z -z + .! In(211") + O(z-l)
2 2

(2)

From the definitions of the underlying probabilities, it is to be expected that i will be near the
fraction x of the total number of measurements (l+m), and similarly for y; I write

n = l+m (3a); i = nx + f, (3b); m = ny -f, (3c)

where n is introduced for convenience, and eqn (3c) follows from (3a) and (3b) since x+y=l.
Now, from eqns (2) and (3),

(3d)In (l+m)!

2
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In m! = (m+~) In m -m + ~ In(21r) + O(n-l)

2 2

and so from eqn (1)

In P(l&m) = lln (7J + m In (~J -~ In (~J + O(n-l)

(3g)

It then follows, on substituting for land m from eqns (3) and using the well-known expansion

that

21 0-

-"2 ('iiX (ny-o+~J
1 6" 2

-'2 (nyJ ...6"

oy

!. In(27rnxy) + O(n-l) + O(n-2S3)
2

1 ~2 1 ~2
2 nx 2 DY

-.! 1n(27tnxy) + O(n -I) + O(n -263) + O(n -16)
2 (4)

In eqn (4), strictly speaking, 6 can only take discrete values separated by unity, since land m in
eqns (3) are integers. However, for large n, the difference between the values of In P for
successive values of 6 is of order (n-16) and must be small for all important values of 6, since if
6 is much larger than n1/2 then the corresponding value of In P is much smaller than the maximum
value it attains near 6=0 (not exactly at 6=0, will be seen shortly). The discrete distribution may
therefore be replaced by the corresponding probability density distribution; this replacement is
explicitly presented here because it occurs implicitly several times later on. The same restriction,
6 not much larger than n1/2, is sufficient to make the O( ) terms in eqn (4) generally negligible,
both relatively and absolutely. Hence, after exponentiating both sides of eqn (4), it may be
written (after slight simplification) as de Moivre's limiting form

P(6) = (21rnxy)-1/2 exp( -62f(2nxy» (5)

where the probability of finding 5 to be between two given values is obtained by integrating P(5)
between them, in conformity with the customary definition of a probability density distribution.
It can be seen that this integration gives I (representing the whole probability of all possible values
of 5) only if the limits of integration are extended to :t 00; this is not strictly possible, since the
true limits (from eqns (3» are +ny and -nx, but these limits are far outside the significant range

3
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-(nx + 6' + ~JIn P(l&m) = 6" 1 6" 2

iiX -"2 (iiXJ

6' 1 6' 2

-iiY -'2 (iiYJ

+ O(n-3) + O(n-2fi3)

or

1 62

2ox
In P(l&m) = 1 62 -~ In(27fnxy)

2ny 2

1 6" 1 6"---+--
2 nx 2 ny

+ O(n -3) + O(n -203)

~ (~ J +~ (~ J0 xy 20 xy = 0 + 0(0-2}

or

4
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(7)

Eqn (7) shows that in general there is a natural offset involved in b. It is connected with the
asymmetry of the general binomial (x*y); this has disappeared in eqn (5), which is therefore
somewhat unsatisfactory since it does not tell the whole story. A partial solution to this difficulty
is obtained by inserting eqn (7) into eqn (6), giving

(8)1-10 + - J + O(
xy

which equation has somewhat unsatisfactory symmetry (and a new form for the term O(n-l) which
controls the normalising error). There is also an arbitrary and radical solution to the asymmetry
problem; if x is set equal to y, the problem disappears (as does om)' The consequences of this will
be examined shortly; but first there is a little to say about eqn (8), which may be transformed into

(9)P(6) = (21rnxy)-1/2 exp( -(6 -6m)2f(2nxy»

(corresponding to eqn (5» on resetting the normalising error to be exponentially small. This form
raises a difficulty over consistency, because the expectation or natural mean value of S is now
given by

00

f 6P(6)d6 =
-00

which (neglecting exponential errors and higher order terms written as Q( ) in eqn (8» is om' not
zero. This contradicts the implication of the definitions in eqns(3). that land m ought to tend
respectively to (nx) and (ny) as n tends to infinity; at least. the spirit of the definitions is violated.
although the "letter of the law" is observed since (lln) and (m/n) correctly approach x and y
(respectively) as n tends to infinity. (The nature of the approach to the expected values x and y
is discussed by Jeffreys [1]. who shows that it is considerably more complicated than it appears
at first sight. although he does not note the difficulty I have just described.) However. as already
remarked. the difficulty disappears if x is set equal to y. when om is zero by eqn (7). I consider
next the derivation of the normal distribution in its usual form by the aid of this trick.

The normal distribution limit of multi Ie inde endent small erturbations

Then the probability of finding l in the range II to ~ inclusive (~>ll) is

5

Suppose that some quantity has a true value of A, but that every measurement of it is affected by
perturbations, n in number, each of which can affect any particular measurement by +f or -f with
equal probability t and each of which is independent of all the others. This is a case of the
binomial law; the reason for choosing equal probabilities for +f and -f has already been discussed
in terms of symmetry, and the restriction that f is the same for every perturbation will be partly
relaxed later. Using some of the notation of the previous section, if l of the perturbations of a
particular measurement are positive and the remaining (n-l) are negative, then the measured value
will be A+l£.-(n-l)f or A+(2l-n)f; and for large n the probability of obtaining a particular value l
will be given by eqns (9) and (3) with x=y=t (so that o=l-tn and °m=O), which is
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t2

L
tatl

[/oJ 1/2
exp(-2(l-.!n)2/n)2

P(ll ~ l~~) =
(lla)

Zz
P(Zl~Z~Z2) = L

z-zl

[~J 1/2
exp( _(z-).)2 /(20£2»

&2

f
&1

(~J 1/2
(~J

P(ZI ~ Z ~ Z2) = exp

which is normally written in the form

.~

J dz
202

1P(z) dz = -.exp

(1~

This is the so-called normal distribution, usually credited to Gauss but apparently [1,2] due to
Laplace. As before, it is considered to extend to infinity, although this is strictly only possible
if n is allowed to tend to infinity (which is also required for exact normalisation). The parameter
(J is usually called the standard deviation; it is in fact the root-mean-square deviation, as follows
from using eqn (12b) to evaluate the mean square deviation (also called the second moment or the
variance), which is

00

f (Z->.)2 P(Z) dz = ~
-00

(12c)

The artificial and restrictive conditions on the behaviour of the perturbations can be considerably
relaxed by appealing to the various forms of the central limit theorem, and to the reproductive
property of the normal distribution (the resultant sum of any number of normal distributions is
another normal distribution, which allows groups of perturbations having different values of f to
be compounded together while preserving the normal form). Jeffreys [1] presents a careful
discussion of the central limit theorem, exposing some bogus arguments which have been
presented as simple "proofs" of it (eg in [2]). In fact, as remarked earlier, the normal distribution
cannot be proved to hold in a real situation without considering the physics as well as the
mathematics; but it is much more generally valid than would follow from the argument presented
above. My reason for presenting it in that way is that the argument extends immediately to the
case of two correlated variables, which is what I really want to discuss; and this case cannot be

6
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safely inferred from the central limit theorem because all forms of it assume that the perturbations
are essentially independent of each other, which disallows correlation at the outset.

The orimitive distribution for two correlated variables

I proceed now to apply the argument of the last section to the case of two correlated variables.
Suppose that two quantities u and v are to be measured simultaneously, both having (for
convenience) true values of zero (which can be shifted later as required). Suppose further that
there are (m+n) independent perturbations, each affecting u by +Q or -Q and v by +.8 or -.8, with
equal probabilities t; and that m of the perturbations are constrained to affect u and v in the same
sense (both positive or both negative) while the other n perturbations affect u and v in opposite
senses (one positive and the other negative), without compromising the "independence" of the
perturbations in the sense of the last section. (Jeffreys [I] does not consider in his presentation
how the "independence" is to be uncompromised, and it is best if the reader does not do so either
at present; more will be said later.) If, for a particular measurement, p of the m "same sense"
perturbations affect u and v positively while q of the n "opposite sense" perturbations affect u
positively and v negatively, then the measured values are given in terms of p and q by

u = pa + (m-p)(-a) + qa + (n-q)( -a) = (2p-m)a + (2q-n)a

(13b)v = P,8 + (m-p)(-,8) + q( -,8) + (n-q),8 = (2p-m),8 -(2q-n),8

and by the argument of the previous section (see eqn (10» the corresponding binomial probability
is

(14)
2 expP(p, q) = ~~

As in the previous section, the sum of this over a range of discrete but closely spaced values of
p and q can be replaced by an integral over the corresponding essentially continuous ranges of u
and v; the sum and the integral are both double, so the result depends on the Jacobian determinant
of the transformation, which is

(15a)8(u,v) = 80.8
a'(p:q)

from eqns (13), which also give

p-~m = ~ (~+ ~J

Using eqns (15), by analogy with eqns (11) and (I2a), eqn (14) becomes

-sk (~ + ~J 2 -~ (~ -~J 2
dudv

and with the new parameters

7
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(16b)(1 = a(m +n)1/2

(16c)T = ,8(m +0)1/2

(16d)p ~ Q,8(m -n)f(O'T)

this becomes, analogously to eQn (12b) (and with 1 > p> -I),

P(u,v)dudv = (1-p2)-1/2
211"OT expo

(16e)'dudv

This is the distribution of normal correlation. According to Jeffreys [1] it was actually discovered
by inference from observed frequencies, which should encourage the reader to believe that it is
valid in more plausible circumstances than this crude derivation would suggest. The assumption
that the perturbations are, simultaneously, "independent" and have precisely-specifiable effects
on one variable relative to the other is the most crude part of the analysis. However, it is less
dubious in the present application than in general, because it amounts to assuming that
"independence" only applies to one of u and v -when the perturbations of one are inferred from
a measurement, the other is fixed -and this is quite plausible when u and v are the real and
imaginary parts of a complex number, which are a pair of mathematical Siamese twins. Moreover,
there are several general points in favour of this distribution. If only one of the variables is
measured, its expected distribution is obtainable by integrating over the range of the other one;
the normal distribution is then recovered, with (J as the standard deviation for u or T as the
standard deviation for v. Similarly, if one variable is fixed, the distribution of the other is found
to be normal, with (for non-zero p) a smaller standard deviation than before and a shift of the
expected value from zero by an amount proportional to p (both in magnitude and in sign). If p
is zero, eqn (16e) reduces to the product of the two normal distributions which correspond to the
measurement of either variable alone, so the uncorrelated case is included in the correlated one.
Also, the normal correlation distribution has its own reproductive property, at least in the
following carefully-defined sense: if the quantities u and v are subject to several sets of
perturbations, with each set correlated within itself but independent of the other sets, then if each
set acting alone would produce a distribution of normal correlation, the resultant sum of the sets
reproduces that distribution.

These considerations are comforting; but the main justification for the use of the two-dimensional
normal correlation distribution is the same as that for the use of its one-dimensional precursor,
the normal distribution: it appears to work in practice (as shown by the manner of its discovery)
and it is convenient to manipulate in theory (very few other distributions have a reproductive
property, for instance). In the words of Jeffreys [I], "..everything that can be said against the
normal law of error for one variable can be said twice against this ...generalization to two
variables ...on the other hand the chief thing that can be said in favour of the normal law, that
of all laws that are anywhere near the truth it is far the easiest to apply, can also be said with
greater force of normal correlation".

One other property of the distribution of normal correlation will be remarked here, and used
frequently later without further comment: the argument of the exponential factor in it is
negative-definite. This is obvious from eqn (16a), and almost obvious from eqn (16e).

8
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The "Student's t" distribution of samoles from the normal distribution

I now begin to consider the consequences of the normal distribution. Since it represents the
infinite limit of the resultant sum of a large number of perturbations, it might be thought that the
arithmetic mean of a finite number of measurements (a "sample") of a normally-distributed
quantity would necessarily also be normally-distributed (the total number of perturbations being
essentially infinite in either case); this is implicitly assumed by Whittaker and Robinson [2], for
instance. In fact, the probability of obtaining a particular sample mean may be distributed
differently with respect to the true value of the quantity being measured, depending on the
assumptions made. Consider a sample of n measurements of a quantity which is normally
distributed with true value). and standard deviation 0'. I introduce the notation in which, for
instance, "P(dxl).)" means "the probability that the measurable x lies between x and (x+dx), subject
to the given parameter value )."; then eqn (12b) becomes

(17)P(dxl).,u) = exp [-~ J20'- dz1

aJ2;-

In this notation, the joint probability of obtaining the n measured values (strictly, values in
infinitesimal ranges enclosing each of them) is

dXl..dxn
1P(dXldx2...dxnl>',u) = exp

(27r)n/2uD

I write

n

Exr

and

(18c)s =

so that X is the mean of the sample and s is the sample standard deviation (note that this is
defined with the divisor n, not (n-l) as is frequently done). Also

= t «X.-X) + (X-AJ}2
.=1

n

L (Xr-,),)2
r=l

= ns2 + 2("X -).){nx -oX) + n("X _).)2

= ns2 + n(X _).)2 (18d)

9

x = r-l
n
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so

-n[s2+(X _),)2]

202
(18e)P(dXldx2",dxJ).,u) =

'dXl...dxn

1(2;~ exp'

The right-hand side of this equation contains (apart from the infinitesimals and the parameters
>',0') only X, sand n; the details of the observations have disappeared, to be replaced by quantities
which characterise the sample as a whole. It is therefore natural to ask for the corresponding joint
probability P n(axds/>.,O') (=P(axdsl>.,O',n», which is formally obtained by considering a pair of
infinitesimal ranges enclosing x and s and performing an (n-2) -fold integration of eqn (18e)
over the ranges of the xr which give values in the chosen infinitesimal ranges of x and s. This
requires an algebraic transformation which may be expressed as follows. If the Xr are regarded

n
as the rectangular co-ordinates of a point in n-dimensional space, then the quantity E (Xr->.)2

r=l
in eqn (18a) is the distance of this point from the point whose co-ordinates are all >.. This
property is preserved after any general rotation of the axes of the co-ordinates; if such a rotation
transforms the xr into corresponding xi (i=l ,2,...,n), then the relation between the two sets of co-
ordinates is

n
~ E airXr

r=l

I
X; (i = 1,2,...,0)

where the air are the elements of an (nxn) orthogonal matrix, so that

La~r
i

= 1 (19b)

:E a~r
r

= 1

E airajr
r

= 0

for all i and r, and with j*i in eqn (19d). Let xl be chosen as

I
Xl

/ .fi1 = x .fi1=

for which aIr = lj.[n, which is consistent with eqn (19c). Using this with eqn (19a), it follows that
the point whose co-ordinates are all ,X is transformed into the point ('x.[n,O,O,...O), since

12 ~ 2L Xi = L., xr. Then
i r

L(xr->.)2
..

(the distance-preserving property), and from eqn (18d)

10
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n

E (Xr-A)2 -n(X -A)2
r-l

n
~ E (Xr-;X)2 -(X~ _;X.;n)2 ~ ns2

r-l

so

i=i=l

LX(2
.1
1

= ns2

Also, the Jacobian determinant of the transformation from the Xr to the xi' is the determinant of
the matrix whose elements are the air' and is I by the orthogonal properties (eqns (19b)-(19d».
Therefore, from eqns (18a) or (18e),

_DS2

20"

1(2;~ exp

(x~ _).,fn)2ns2--
20"

.(2;~ exp'
2~

(x~ ->..;0)2 ns2

20'-1

(20)I I
dx2 dxn

I(2;~ exp' d I ,
Xl. exp2~

From eqn (1ge), the first factor here is proportional to

(21a)exp'

From eqn (19g), the result of integrating the second factor here (n-2) times is a one-dimensional
differential form, representing an infinitesimal hyperspherical shell of hyperradius s, which is
obtained by transforming the co-ordinates X2',Xg',...,x; into hyperspherical polar co-ordinates and
integrating over the entire ranges of the Eulerian angles in the polar representation. The Jacobian
determinant of this transformation contains a factor Sn-2 (compare pdp for plane polar co-
ordinates, p2dp for ordinary spherical polar co-ordinates, etc) which is preserved through the
angular integrations; the second factor in eqn (20) is therefore proportional to

1
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_DS2

20"
sn-2 exp ds

and so eqn (20) becomes (with a suffix introduced for later convenience)

~ I I IP n(uxdsl>.,a) = P(dXl dx2 dxnl>.,a)

0-2
ax. ~ exp'

aD-I
_DS2

20"

1
cx -exp'

0'

-n_(X_).)2
202

ds

where the constant of proportionality is fixed by integrating over all allowed values of x (-00 to
+00) and of s (0 to 00). This joint probability distribution is of relatively little interest in itself;
what is of real interest is the pair of distributions representing x in terms of 0' and of s. The first
of these is obtained simply by integrating eqn (22) over all sand normalising the result, and is

r-::lJ '2:-;: u exp" -n_(X_).)2
20"

dXp n<dX]).,u) =

which is evidently a normal distribution with mean A and standard deviation (0'/.[ n). This is the
basis of the custom of averaging repeated measurements of a quantity which is known (or
supposed) to be normally distributed; the expectation of a sample mean is the true value and is
more tightly bound to that value than the individual measurements are. However, this result is
obtained by implicitly measuring (X-A) in units of 0; if instead I choose to measure it in units of
s, a striking difference appears. Let

(23b)x-). = sz

and transform from variables x and s to variables z and s, for which the Jacobian determinant is
s. Now, from eqn (22),

P n(dzdsl>',u) = P n(dXdsl>',u)

ns2z2 ns2----
202 202

.sdzds
0-2Scx -exp
~

(~J n-l d (;) dzexp

which on integrating over all s (or (s/O'» gives

12
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P n(dzl).,a) cx (I +Z2)-n/2 dz

as first obtained (according to Jeffreys [I], from whom as usual much of this argument is taken)
by Gosset, who wrote under the nom de plume of "Student" which has become firmly attached to
this distribution. It is evidently not normal, although it tends to become so for large n (since then
most of the probability is concentrated at small values of z, for which (l+z2) may be written
approximately as exp(z2». I shall make further use of the form (23c) as it stands, but it is
commonly re-written by replacing sand z by 5x and t, where

.i 1/2

n

:E (Xr-X)2
rEI

n(n-l)
S::- =x

which is the conventional estimate of the standard error of a mean (including the divisor (n-l)
mentioned earlier in this section) and t is defined by

X-A = s::::t (24b)
x

(compare eqn (23b», so that

Sx = s/(n -1 )1/2

and

t = (n-I)I/2Z

then

-n/2

1+-:':"
n-l

(24e)dtP n(dtIA,O) cx

which is the "Student's t" distribution in its customary form.

I complete this section by deriving the normalising factor in eqn (23c); this takes a form which
will be required later, which is my justification for doing it, but it also has an interesting
consequence which is relevant here. Using eqn (23c), write

Pn(dzl).,a) = Kn(l +Z2)-n/2dz (25a)

and let z = tan <I> (-11"/2 ~ <I> ~ 11"/2), dz = sec2<1>d<l>; then

00 00

J P n( dzl).,a) ~ Kn J (1 +z2) -n/2 dz

-00 -00

1 =

13
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r/2

Kn f (CDS t/J)n-2 dt/J

-r/2

where n must be at least 2 for convergence (if n=l, s=O, so the analysis fails anyway).

This integral is a standard one, whose value is easily proved as follows. (I do this, rather than
Quoting a reference book, because it leads to an elegant proof of another result.) Write

I =n (26a)
w-/2

f (cos If»n dlf)
-w-/2

then, integrating by parts, and assuming temporarily that n ~ 2,

'K/2

f
-'K/2

In (cos 4»n-l COS 4> d4>=

'K"/2

f
-'K"/2

(n-I)(coscf>t-2 sin2cf> dcf>[(cos <Pt-1 sin <P t~~2 +

'K/2

J (n -1) (cos 4> )n-2 sin24> d4>
-'K/2

(since cos 4> = 0 at both limits)

-x/2

J
--x/2

(cos I/Ir-2 (1 -COS2 1/1) dl/l= (n-l)

~/2

J
-~/2

r/2

f
-r/2

(CDS </»0-2 d</> - (cos IPt dIP= (n-l)

so
-
In (26c)for n ~ 2=

[

0-1 -
n J In-2

If n is even, write n = 2n' (n' ~ 1); then

12n'

10 ~-

nt (nt-l) l

14
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w-/2

f l.dt/l = 1r

-w-/2

since and 10 =

If n is odd, write n = 2n' + 1 (n' ~ 1); then

n'
n,+l

2:

I2n'+1 =
] 120'-1

nt!

(nt +.!)!/(.!)!
2 2

11
= n'(n'-l) l ] T =3 11 , 1

)(n' +Z)(n -Z Z

since

(~)! = ~ (-~)! = ~.fi
2 2 2 2 11and

~/2

f cos 4> d4> = 2.

-~/2

On substituting n' = ~n into eqn (26d), and n' = ~(n-l) into eqn (26e), both these equations
2 2

reduce to

Tn = ..fi (26f)

in ~hich t~ restriction n ? 2 may be discarded, since this equation also gives the correct values
of 10 and 11 with the aid of the res~ts quoted above; and, from eqns (25b) and (26a), the
normalising factor Kn in eqn (25a) is (In-2)-I. Combining eqns (26a) and (26f) now gives

( I I
) ,

w-/2 -n --.

f (cos iP)n diP = +.fi (27)

-w-/2 (-n)!
2

for all relevant (non-negative integral) values of n. This result will be needed in Part II of this
paper. In the meantime, I consider the customary measure of a distribution's spread, viz its
second moment or mean square deviation from the expectation. (The expectation itself is clearly
)., corresponding to z=O, since the distribution is symmetrical in z; but n must be at least 3 for the
formal integral expression for the expectation to be properly convergent at its infinite limits.)
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00 00

f Z2p n(dz/).,a) ~ Kn f (1 +z2)-n/2dz.z2
-00 -00

= Kn
00

f (1 +z2) -n/2 dz
-00

from eqn (25b)

In-4 -In-2} /In-2
=

from eqns (25b) and (26a)

I/(n-3) from eqn (26b)

(28)

n

L (Xr-X)2
r-l 2 Cn-I ]n(n-3) = 8x ii=3

with n ~ 4
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PART II

Introduction

In Part I of this paper I presented a review of established probability theory (mostly according to
the treatment by Jeffreys [1]) with two aims: i) to introduce, and as far as possible to justify, the
normal distribution and the normal correlation distribution; and ii) to introduce a derivation of
the "Student's t" distribution, which bears the same relationship to my new distribution as the
normal distribution bears to the normal correlation distribution, and is therefore a suitable vehicle
for introducing most of the necessary prior probability forms. As illustrated particularly by the
derivation of the "Student's t" distribution, all this previous analysis assumes that the probability
distribution relevant to a problem, together with any parameters occurring in it, can be inferred
or known from first principles (assisted by the great generality of the normal distribution and its
correlated form); and then the expected results of measurement are predicted from the specified
distribution. I turn now to the logical inverse of this procedure: to predict the parameters in a
postulated general law, given the results of some measurements which are expected to conform
to it.

The laws of distribution discussed in Part I, including the normal distribution and its correlated
form, are essentially what Jeffreys [1] calls "likelihood" functions; that is, they express the
probability that the observed measurement values should have occurred, given particular values
of the parameters in the postulated law (or infinitesimal value ranges of them, to be precise) and
any previous information. Using the multiplication rule for concurrent elementary probabilities,
I can combine the "likelihood" of any particular measurement with the probability of particular
parameter values due to all that measurement's predecessors; but to escape an infinite regress, one
must have a starting point, representing the relative probability of different parameter values in
the absence of any measurement information at all. The starting-point is known as the prior
probability, and has been a source of much controversy among the philosophers of statistics,
although it is tacitly accepted by everybody in its most elementary form: the "equally likely"
assumption for binomial samples (eg from coin-tossing or dice-throwing, as discussed in Part I),
which is essential to proving the binomial law of distribution. The chief problem is that the
natural extension of the "equally likely" assumption to continuous variables, taking the prior
probability of a parameter). as being distributed proportionally to its corresponding differential
d)', is only satisfactory for "location" parameters (those which specify the "centre" of a
distribution); it does not work for "scale" parameters (those which express a distribution's
"spread"), nor can it be convincingly used directly for a correlation coefficient such as p in eqns
(16). Jeffreys [1] treats this problem in two stages, first considering a standard deviation 0' in
isolation from other parameters and demonstrating that its prior probability is distributed
proportionally to (dO'/O'), and then embedding this result i~ a gener.al. theory .of transfor~ation
invariance which can treat parameters such as the correlation coefficIent p wIthout resortmg to
heuristics (such as the classification into "location" and "scale" parameters). I shall review these
results with some minor extensions to obtain the joint prior probability distribution which I need,
before' deriving my new probability distribution and examining its consequences.

Samoling the normal distribution

Consider first the case of a sample drawn from measurements conforming to the normal law, with
a known standard deviation 0 and an unknown true value).. Then the prior probability
distribution of ). is proportional to d).; and the appropriate joint "likelihood" for a sample of n
measured values xl,x2, ,xn (strictly, values in infinitesimal ranges enclosing each of these) has
been derived in Part I and is given by eqn (18e) with the parameter). dropped on the left-hand

side
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_~2+(X_).)~
20"

P(dXldx2...dxnla,9) = 1
(2;)~ exp' dXl dxn

_OS2

2u2
-~~

20'-
p n( d)'/C1 ,6) cx C1-n exp' exp d~

(29c)P n(d.Alu,9) = -n
2-;;2 (>' _X)2 d)'

This is the exact analogue of eqn (23a) in Part I, but these two equations are logical inverses of
each other: eqn (23a) expresses the distribution of predictions of a sample mean x in terms of a
known A (and 0'), while eqn (29c) expresses the distribution of predictions of the true value A in
terms of a known x (and 0'). In the last step I have reversed the sign of (X-A), to emphasise this
point! As in Part I, it is concluded that the best estimate of A from the sample is its mean x, and
that the variability of samples is less than that of individual measurements by the factor .J" n which
divides 0'. However, this analysis assumes that 0' is known but A is not, which is physically rather
unlikely. I consider next the more usual case, where only the normal law is assumed and 0' and
A are both unknown.

The "Student's tIt distribution revisited

If the standard deviation 0 and the true value.>. are unknown, and are taken to have no direct
dependence on each other (this point will be considered in a later section), then their joint prior
probability is the product of the two distributions already discussed, which is (d'>')(dojo). The
joint "likelihood" for a sample of n measured values is the same as before (eqn (29a» except for
dropping 0 from the data on the left-hand side; hence eQn (29b) becomes

_ns2

2~
n(~"X)2P n(d>'do10) cx U-n-l expo d)'dO'exp'

2cy2
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00

I q-n-l expP n(d-X18) ~ d-X

On scaling 0' using the dummy variable u defined by

u=-

eqn (30b) becomes

00!
un/2 exp( -D) (~)[82 +(). _X)2]-n/2

where the numerical factor immediately after (dA) is included for formal consistency. The
integral on the right-hand side is a number, independent of s, A and X; hence, using the
transformation given by eqn (23b) and the results of eQns (23c), (25) and (27),

1 .
(-0-1 )12 .

~(-0-- )'
2 2'

(30d)P n(d).19) = d)'

This is identical in form to "Student's" original result (eqn (25a» and has taken over its name (at
least when written like eqn (24e» because it is the practically-useful law (see Jeffreys [1] for a
discussion of the mutual implications). If the prior probability distribution of C1 is taken
proportional to (dC1) instead of (dC1/C1), (n) in eqn (30d) must be replaced by (n-l), as follows from
inserting an extra factor (C1) in eqn (30a) and proceeding through the same steps. This apparently
trivial change reduces the equation to nonsense, thereby providing an excellent argument against
the "obvious" (dC1) prior distribution! For instance, on making the substitution

).-x=stan<!> -11"/2 ~ 4> ~ 11"/2)

(after eqns (23b) and (25» with n=2, eqn (30d) gives

P2(d).18) -+ P(d4>18) = ~ d4>
11"

for two measurements, which is perfectly well-behaved, and leads to the interesting conclusion
that there is probability t that the true value lies between the two measurements (because, for n=2,
s is the distance of either of the measurements from their mean (from eqn (18c»; and so (from eqn
(30e» setting>. equal to each measurement in turn gives 4> = -11"/4 for the smaller measurement and
4> = 11"/4 for the larger one; which are the limits of integration in eqn (30f». This is consistent with
a simple-minded binomial view of the two-measurement experiment; it is as likely as not that a
given measurement will be above the true value instead of below it (the necessary symmetry of
the distribution is implied by the normal law on which the "likelihood" is based), so the probability
that two measurements will bracket the true value (one above, one below) is the same as the
probability of obtaining different results when tossing a coin twice. In contrast, replacing (n) by
(n-l) in eqn (30d) and then setting n=2 gives a factor in the denominator of (-I)!, which is
infinite; and correspondingly the functional part of eqn (30d) reduces to [S2 + (>._X)2]-1/2 d>',
which is not integrable. This result is also obtained by setting n=1 in eqn (30d), corresponding
to the (dO'/O') distribution with a single measurement, but it is not then unreasonable since one
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measurement clearly gives no information about a distribution's "spread" or "scale"; moreover,
when n=l, s=O, so eqn (30c) simply reduces (for one measurement xl' with x=xJ to

P1(d).lxJ ~ 1).-xti-1 d)'

which is similar enough to (dO'fO') to be acceptable, with the distribution symmetrical about the
one measurement. However, on inserting an extra factor (0') in eqn (30a) and then setting n=l,
s=O, x=xl' it reduces to

(). -xJ2

20"
dAdO'

and on scaling 0' using the dummy variable u defined by

().-Xl)2

2~
u =

this equation becomes, with integration over all 0' (or u),

00!
(A -xI)2

20"

00!
I

Pl(d).lxl) cx d)' = d>'

The integral here is a pure number; it is divergent at its lower limit, but if it is regularised by
truncating the upper range of 0, the upper limit of 0 will have to be taken proportional to ().-xJ -
since there is nothing else to set its scale -and then the lower limit of u will be a pure number
greater than zero. It follows that, when the prior probability of 0 is assumed to be distributed
proportional to (do), and whether the integral in eqn (3Ib) is regularised or not,

which is plainly unacceptable, since it states that the "posterior probability" of ). after one
measurement is distributed in the same way as the prior probability before any measurement, and
therefore implies that one measurement contributes no information whatever. Accordingly, I take
the prior distribution (dolo) as demonstrated, and proceed to the next stage.

Invariance theory and generatised orior orobabitity distributions

Following Jeffreys [I], I now consider how to formulate a general prior probability distribution
for laws containing parameters (such as eqn (16e) in Part I) so as to express the fundamental
logical requirement that equivalent propositions must have the same probability: that is, that the
prior probability associated with a particular region in the co-ordinate space of the parameters
must be the same as the prior probability associated with the corresponding region after any
physically-meaningful transformation of the parameters. (For example, in the normal correlation
distribution expressed by eqn (16e), the parameters 0', T and p can be transformed by rotating the
axes of the variables u and v; this will be discussed later). This formulation is made as follows.
If there are two laws according to which the chances of a variable x being less than a given value
are P and P', then the integrals Iw and J are invariants, where w is a positive real parameter and
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fl{dp/)l/W
-(dp)l/w I WI =

w

with the Stieltjes definition of integration (taking 6P, 6P' for the same interval of x, forming the
approximating sums and allowing all the x-intervals to tend to zero; see Jeffreys and Jeffreys [3D.
To apply these to the problem in hand, set Pr = 6P rand Pr' = 6P r' for the x-interval 6xr' let Pr
depend on a set of parameters Qi (i being an index from 1 to m) and be differentiable with respect
to all the Qi' and let Pr' be the result of changing each Qi in Pr to a corresponding (Qi+6QJ, where
the 6Qi are all small; then to the second order in small quantities (using the tensor summation
convention on indices i and k), eqn (32b) gives

[aPr ]-OQjJ = Jim L [~
J6xr-O r Pr

8Pr r:
-oak
8ak8a.1

= gjk oaj oak

where

apr
ao.I

~
Jaak

lim L [ 1

]6xr-+O r ~
gik =

and similarly, to the second order in small quantities,

112 = -gjk oaj oak
4

Eqns (33) show that the invariants J and (412) have the form of the square of a distance element
in general curvilinear co-ordinates (as in the Riemannian geometry of curved space applied to
general relativity by Einstein and Levi-Civita, for example). If the parameters Qi are transformed
to a corresponding set Qj' (with finite changes, not infinitesimal ones), the invariants J and (412)
remain the same, so

gjk OQj oak

where

80. 80k1, -g'
k - , I g.. -1 80 J'- 80j t

using the tensor summation convention also on indices j and t. Now, using the matrix
multiplication rule and the theorem that the determinant of a square matrix product is equal to
the product of the determinants of the separate square matrices, it follows from eqn (34b) that
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8a.
J

I8a.I

80k
I
80t

Ilgik II II II II

where the tensor summation convention is no longer required, and where the second and third
determinants on the right-hand side are equal (since when they are evaluated by expansion they
differ only in their dummy indices, which disappear when the terms of the expansions are
summed). Each of these equal determinants will be recognised as the Jacobian determinant of the
transformation of parameters from the set Qi to the set Qj' (apart possibly from a sign which
cancels because the Jacobian appears twice), as shown (e.g.) in Jeffreys and Jeffreys [3]; and the
transformation of a multiple integral over the Qi to one over the Qj' (expressed in standard form
with all limits in both integrals increasing) is therefore (using the modulus of the Jacobian
determinant)

aCt.1
f
aCt.

J

I I I
.dalda2 damIIdalda2 dam

1/2
2

80.I
I
80.

J

1/2

II g;t II

~
I I I

dol do2 dorn (34d)

using eqn (34c) in the last step. It immediately follows from eqn (34d) that

II gik 111/2 do1do2...dom

and this invariant multiple differential form is a candidate for the prior probability of the
parameter sets Qi or Qj'. The square roots are always real, because the original invariant integrals
Iw and J are known to be positive-definite and so (from eqns (33a) and (33c» the determinant of
the gik is positive-definite also; it is assumed that the permitted transformations from the Qi to the
Qj' exclude any singular forms. The results have been stated for only one variable x in the Stieltjes
integrations, but they extend immediately to several variables (a fact which will be used later).

This argument does not, of course, prove that the candidate prior probability form given by eqn
(35) is actually the correct one; however, according to Jeffreys [1], no other such invariant form
is known, and the in variance is required by logical consistency (as remarked at the beginning of
this section). I therefore follow Jeffreys in adopting the candidate form and verifying it by tests
of consistency with previous work -particularly the "Student's t" distribution, used already as a
reference standard.
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Tests of the invariant. ..distribution a. revious cases

I consider first the normal distribution, for which I choose to evaluate the invariant 12 (in most
of the cases discussed by Jeffreys [1] he evaluates both J and (412) to verify their second-order
agreement as stated above, but I refer the reader to his book for this). In the notation of the last
section, with one-dimensional Stieltjes integration, I write (from eqn (12b»

(xr-).)2

2~ dxr

and similarly

-{Xr-)./)2

20'12
dxr

/ 1Pr = exp'

U/~

so from eQo (32a)

00 2

f [Ii: -IP:J
-00

12

2

(xr->.1)2

4al2

(xr->..)2

402
-~ exp'

{O
dxr

1
r=;= exp"-vO"

(xr->.1)2 (xr-;.)2
dx,.

since

= 1=

00

f Pr
-00

Now

(xr-)./)2 (xr-J.)2 {u2(Xr->./)2+U'2(xr->.)2}= -

40"/2~

40'1202

().I u2 +).(112)2 -()./2~+).20"2)+
4al 2 0'-( 0'- +al 2)

4a12u2
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and

=

020'12(2).1 )._)./2_).2) ---
40'1202(02+0'12)

().1_).)2

4( 0" +0"2) (37c)

Using eqns (37b) and (37c), the integral in eqn (37a) becomes

().I _).)2

4( ~ +aI2)
-~~~

[ Xr -(AI u2 +A(JI 2)] 2

4u2(J12 (u2+(J12)
exp' dxr

1/2 00

J ~ [~ J 1/2

-oo.fi"i" 2u2U/2

().1_).)2

4( ~ +0"2)
2.fi [_!!.!!:.~

J0"+0'/2
exp' dx'rexp'

-1/2
().I _).)2

4(0" +0'12)

2.fi [~ + .!!..
J0 0' exp' (37d)

since the last integral is simply the total probability (unity) of a normal distribution with standard
deviation (202a'2/(02+a'2»1/2 and mean zero (in Stieltjes variable Xr) or mean (>.'02+>.a'2)/(02+a'2)
(in Stieltjes variable xr). Substituting eqn (37d) into (37a), and including a factor of 4 as suggested
by eqn (33c), now gives

eXI>{ -
-1/2

().I _).)2

4(~+0"2)

l-.fi [~+~ Ja a' (37e)(412) = 8

To obtain the lowest order infinitesimal form, I write the natural forms

(11 (38a)= 0' + dO'

.A' (38b)= ). + d)'
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(.)./_.).)2

4( 0" +0'12)
= -~ (1 + O(da/a»

SCJ'-

and

[l-~...JJ
_.fi.2-1/2(412) = 8

C-¥J 2 + 2 (~J 2

Consider first the cases of constant a or constant).. For these, the infinitesimal form in eqn (38e)
reduces to (d)./a)2 or 2(da/a)2, and the matrix of elements gik in eqns (33)-(35) reduces to a single
element 1/u2 (apart from a numerical proportionality constant, which is eventually set by
normalisation as previously). Hence in both cases II gik 111/2 = l/a, which is constant for constant
a; and, from eqn (35), the candidate prior probability is proportional to (d)') for constant a or
(da/a) for constant).. These results agree with the previous ones. However, if ). and a vary
concurrently, then the matrix of elements gik is of order (2x2), with gll = g22 = 1/u2, g12 = g21 =
0 (neglecting a constant factor as before), and then II gik 111/2 = 1/u2, so that the candidate prior
probability from eqn (35) is proportional to (d)'da/u2). If this distribution is adopted, (n) in eqn
(30d) must be replaced by (n+l), as follows from inserting an extra divisor (a) in eqn (30a) and
proceeding through the same steps; and, as shown by the discussion following eqn (30d),
tampering with the exponent n is sufficient to make nonsense of this equation.

To resolve this difficulty, I follow the argument given by Jeffreys [1]. The candidate prior
probability expressed in eqn (35) represents an invariant under a general non-singular
transformation from the set of parameters Qj to the set Qj'; but the logical properties of a particular
problem may restrict this generality. In a one-dimensional estimation problem, where the aim is
to predict one mean .A. (or standard deviation 0'), it is usually found that the unknown .A. and 0' are
each capable of taking any independent values within ranges which are so wide that they can be
treated as essentially infinite (or semi-infinite for 0'), so neither of.A. and 0' gives any appreciable
information about the other. It then follows, as discussed earlier, that the joint prior probability
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for>. and 0 should be taken (by the multiplication rule) to be the product of the prior probabilities
for each of >. and 0 considered alone; the judgement, on "physical" grounds, that>. and 0 are
essentially mutually irrelevant is sufficient to restrict the possible transformations from (>.,0) to
(>",0') so that the general rule is restricted into a special one. I consider now an extension of this
judgement of irrelevance; since the difficulty only arises when>. varies concurrently with the
other parameter, I examine the law of partial correlation, which is a generalisation of eqn (16e)
to many variables. This equation, in the notation used from eqn (17) onwards, is

{ 2 J }1 u2 -2puv + v dudvP(dudvlp,U,T) cx exp -'2 [~j"":;2) ";(j"":;2) ~(1-p2)

~

which generalises to

n dxj
j

P(dXldx2...dxnlaik,uJ cx exp

where the *j are the measurable quantities (distinguished by the A from the actual results of a set
of measurements), the O'j are parameters similar to the standard deviation 0' (or T), the Qjk are
numerical coefficients similar to the correlation coefficient p (usually Qjj = 1, IQjkl ~ 1 for i*k, so
that the double sum in the exponential is positive-definite), and the implied parameters similar
to the mean A are fixed (at zero for convenience, as in eqns (13)-(16». Then it is clear from
similarity considerations that the invariant J, expressed as an n-dimensional integral over all the
*j and taken to the lowest order of infinitesimals, is quadratic in the (dO'j/O'J, and that the
corresponding II gjk II will be of the form AJiI(I/O'j2), where A is a factor depending only on the
Qjk; these conclusions will be verified later for the two-dimensional case with which this paper
is chiefly concerned. The candidate prior probability is then proportional to A 1/2ndQjkJiI(dO'j/O'J,
in which form there are no troublesome extra divisors of O'j. The mean or "location" parameters
like A can now be included in the prior probability form, using the judgement of essential
irrelevance, by taking their individual prior probabilities proportional to (dA) (as before) and
applying the multiplication rule. This complete prior probability is invariant under those
transformations of the A-parameters which amount merely to "rescaling" consequent upon
transformations of the O'j and Qjk' and those are the only transformations of the A-parameters
which I need to consider, as will be shown shortly.

General form of the invariant orior orobabilitv distribution in two dimensions

I consider now the distribution of normal correlation, for which I choose to evaluate the invariant
J (since this distribution is the simplest special case of partial correlation, which has just been
discussed in outline in terms of J). In the notation of the last two sections, with two-dimensional
Stieltjes integration, I write (from eqn (16e»

(40a)
du,.dvr

1
271"01"( 1 _p2)1/2 expDr =

where non-zero means A and IS have been introduced for the variables u and v (respectively), by
analogy with eqns (12b) and (17); in the notation used from eqn (17) onwards, the right-hand side
of eqn (40a) without the r-suffixes is also P(dudvIA,IS,U,T,P), a result which will be used later.
Similarly
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2p'(ur-)./)(vr-p./) (vr-IJ')2
.,2

+ durdvr
(40b)

1

2( 1 _pI2)

(l'T'

0000 0000

Hence. from eqn (32b). and remembering that f f Pr = f f P~ = 1

-00-00 -00-00

0000

J J {log(p~) -IOg(Pr)} {p~ -Pr}
-00-00

J =

0000

ff~
-00-00

I-pI2 J-+

I-p2
-log

+ 1

2( 1 _p2)

(Ur->./)2

0"2
x {P: -Dr}

1

2( 1 _p'2)

0000

ff~
-00-00

2p(ur-.).)(vr-p.) +
aT

(ur-)./)2

0'12

2pl(Ur-)./)(vr-Jl./) (vr-JJ.1)2

.,/2
+ x

2(I-p/2) 0" r'

(vr-p.')2

r'2
x 1

2( 1 _p'2) ulrl

(ur-).)2

0'-
(vr-p.)2

T'-

2p(Ur-A)(Vr-p.)1
or( 1 _p2)1/2 exp durdvr (41a)+

1

2( 1 _p2) OT

This integral is less formidable than it appears to be at first sight; it can be resolved into the sum
of a small number of integrals of special forms, such that each of them can be evaluated from the
integral of the distribution of normal correlation by differentiation under the integral signs. Some
of these intermediate results are required later for another purpose, so I will derive them
systematically.
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0000

I begin by verifying that f f Pr is indeed 1, using the alternative P(..) notation as mentioned
-00-00

after eqn (40a); in this notation (dropping the r-suffixes where they are not logically necessary)

u=oo

f
u=-oo

P(dvl).,p.,a,T,p) = P(dudvl).,IJ.,a,T ,p)

(u _).)2

0'-
2p(u->.)(v-lJ.) (V-IJ.)2-+

O'T ?

u-oo [1 1exp -
u~Ioo 27rOT( 1_p2)1/2 2( 1 _p2)

dudv

u-oo [1 1exp -
u=Ioo 211"0'T( 1 _p2)1/2 2( 1 _p2)

dudv[~ -p~J2

'] 

d
u=oo

f
u=-oo

[ ). (v-p.) ]-0( I _p2)1/2 + P-;(l:~~ exp[-~~: J exp[-!.
27rT 21'- 2

u

0( 1 _p2)1/2

u

0( 1 _p2)1/2
dv

-!~ .=!!l] d v
2~

(4tb)~exp
TJ2:;r--

so clearly

00

f P(dvl>',JJ.,O',T ,p)
-00

0000

J J P(dudvl).,jl,o,r ,p) :

-00-00

(41c)exp [-~J dv ~ 1
00

Joo~

as required. Eqn (41 b) states that in circumstances of normal correlation the distribution of either
variable without regard to the other is normal about its own mean with its own standard deviation,
as indicated when the normal correlation distribution was derived (eqn (16e) and following text).
For my purposes an equally important result is obtained by using the multiplication rule with eqns
(4Ib) and (40a), thus (noting the intermediate forms of eqn (41b»
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P(dudvl).,p.,u,r ,p)P(dul).,p.,u,r,p,v) = P(dvl).,p.,u,r,p)

-.:.- exp
r.fiW

1
2~(1~ [(u->.) -~ (v-p.)] 2J du

so the distribution of u for a given v is also normal, but the parameters are different from those
in the distribution of u without regard to v; from eqn (41b) and the comment following eqn (41c)
(or by interchanging the parameters in eqn (41 b» the distribution of u without regard to v has
mean). and standard deviation (J, but the distribution of u for a given v has mean shifted from

). to ().+7(v-p.)] and standard deviation contracted by the factor (1_p2)1/2. These results will

be used later to help in understanding the restrictions on transformations of the" ).-parameters"
(here). and p.) as outlined in the last section.

In the meantime. I note from eqn (41c) and the intermediate forms of eqn (41b) that

-p~J2

0000

f f ~ exp
-00-00

dudv
I

2( I _p2) [¥

= aT (1 _p2)1/2

I denote the exponential factor in eqn (4Ie) by E; then this equation is simply

0000

f f ~ E dudv
-00-00

= OT (1 _p2)1/2 (41f)

Differentiating eqns (41e) or (41f) partially by 0', rand p in turn gives
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-p~J
[~ J !:.- dudv

(7 2"

0000

f f ~ dudv
-00-00

0000

f f O'~ [~J dudv = O'~
aO' 271" aO'

-00-00

-~ J [ ~~ J ~ dudvP 0' T 211"

0000

f f
-00-00

0000

f f T.!!.. [ ~ J dudv = T.!!..
aT 211" aT

-00-00

!!:-. dudv
211"

(4th)

using the form for E analogous to that in eqn (4Ie) but with (u and v), (0" and T) and (A and IS)
interchanged; and, using the symmetrical form for E as in eqns (40a) and (41a),

0000

f f
-00-00

~ dud,
211"

0000

f f
-00-00

0000

I I (1_p2).!!.- ( ~ ) dud v = (1-p2).!!.-
ap 211" ap

-00-00

E dud v
~

Since the limits of integration are constant and the integrands vanish exponentially at them, the
differentiations under the integral signs are valid provided the integrands are everywhere finite
and continuous; this is true provided 0' * 0, r * 0 and p * :t:l (or (l-p2) * 0), all of which are
necessary to make the normal correlation distribution be physically realistic and mathematically
sensible. Now, I add together eQns (41 g) and (41 h), multiply the sum by p, and add the result to
eQn (41 i); then, on taking the factor p inside the integral signs and combining the resulting three
integrals into one, I obtain
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0000

f f
-00-00

Consider now the final form of J in eqn (41a). When the factors in the outer pairs of brace
brackets are multiplied out, four terms appear; two of these contain the exponential factor E,
while the other two can be obtained from the first two by interchanging the primed and unprimed
parameters everywhere (including inside the factor E). Hence, on separating the double integral
over the four terms into the sum of four double integrals over each term individually, it
immediately follows that

J = J + JI

--
where J'is obtained from J by interchanging the primed and unprimed parameters everywhere,
and (on dropping the unnecessary r suffixes in eqn (41a»

0000

= -L J 00 2";;;(1-~)372
-
J

The first of these integrals is trivial to evaluate; adding together eqns (41g) and (41h) and
combining their integral left-hand sides gives (as for eqn (41j))

0000

J 00 -t (i""=;2)

2UT( 1 _p2)1/2 (42c)

and the first integral in eqn (42b) is now obtained by dividing eqn (42c) by (2ar(1-p2)1/2), showing
that its value is 1. Hence, on expanding the square-bracketed factor in the second integral in eqn
(42b) (from here on, integrals will be scaled, separated or combined without special comment),

J
0000

= -1 + (2aa/2r(l-p2)1/2(I-p/1)-1 f f (U-)./)2 (~J dudv

-00-00

0000

-(001 TTI (l_p2)1/2(I-pI2»-1 pI f f (U-~/)(V-JJ/) (~J dudv

-00-00

0000

+ (2urr'2(I-p2)1/2(I-p'2»-1 f f (V-p.')2 [~J dudv
-00-00
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0000

f f (U->.)2 (~J dudv = 03r(l-p2)1/2
-00-00

0000

J J (V-p.)2 (~J dudv = ar8(I-p2)1/2
-00-00

0000

I I (V-p.')2 (~J dudv
-00-00

0000

f f (1J.-1J.')(2v-IJ.-IJ.'
-00-00

0000

f f (V-JJ.)2 (~J dud V +
-00-00

O"T3( J _p2)1/2 +

0000

f f (IJ.-IJ.I)(2v-IJ._IJ.I) (~J dudv
-00-00

ClT3(] _p2)1/2

0000

f f (11.-11.')2 [{;J dud v
-00-00

+

0000

f f 2(Jl_JlI)(v-Jl) (~J dudv
-00-00

CTT3( 1_p2)1/2 + 0'1"( 1_p2)1/2(J1._J1.')2
0000

+ 2(Jl.-Jl.') f f (v-Jl.) (~
-00-00

J 

dudv

J 

dudv

(u-).)
(J -p~J2 dudv

1

~ 2( 1_p2)
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-~ J dv
2r"

(42h)

using the last three lines of eqn (41 b) at the last stage, and this integral is clearly zero because of
its antisymmetry about the point V=JJ. (or by changing the integration variable from v to «v-JJ.)2)
and performing the integration with a break at v=JJ.). By analogy, using the symmetrical form for
E as in eqns (40a) and (41a) and then interchanging (u and v), (0 and r) and (). and JJ.),

0000 0000

J J (u-).) [~J dudv ~ J J (v-JJ.) [~J dudv ~ 0 (42i)
-00-00 -00-00

(from eQns (42g) and (42h», and

0000

J J (U-)./)2 [~J dudv = 0'T(1_p2)1/2(02+()._)./)2)
-00-00

The last two of these are the first and third integrals in eqn (42d). It only remains to use eqns
(4Ij) and (42i) to evaluate the second integral in eqn (42d); thus

0000

J J (u->.')(V-IJ.') (~J dudv
-00-00

0000

J J (u-).)(v-Ji.) [~J dudv
-00-00

0000

J J
-00-00

= p~~( 1 _p2)1/2

= p~T2( 1 _p2)1/2 +

0000

f f ()._)./)(JJ._JJ.I
-00-00

= p~?( I _p2)1/2 +

(42l)= O'T(I-p2)1/2 (pOT + ().-).')(J4-J4'»
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using eqn (41£) at the last stage. Finally, I substitute eqns (42j), (42k) and (42l) into eqn (42d),
giving

J = -1 + (2UI2(I-pI2»-1 (u2 + ()._)./)2)

-(tiT' (1-p,2»-1 p' (pOT + ().-).')(JJ.-JJ.'»

+ (2r'2(I-p'2»-1 (r2 + (11-11')2) (42m)

and so, from eQn (42a) and the text following it,

«0/0')2 + (r/r')2 -2pp'(0/0')(r/r'»
J ~ -2 +

2( I-p'2)

«u'/0')2 + (T' /T)2 -2pp' (0" /O')(T' /T))
+

2( 1 _p2)

+ ()._)./)2 «2UI2(I-pI2»-1 + (2u2(I-p2»-1)

+ (11.-11.')2 «2r/2(I-p'2»-1 + (2r2(l-p2»-1)

()._)./)(p._p./) (pl(alr/(l-pI2»-1 + p(O'T(I-p2»-1) (43a)

To obtain the lowest-order infinitesimal form of this expression for J, I recall the natural forms
(eqns (38a) and (38b» used for the normal distribution

(43b)(1' = 0' + dO'

).1 = ), + d),

and their obvious analogues

r' = r + dr

11.' = .u + d.u

while for p I follow Jeffreys [1] and introduce Fisher's transformation, writing

p = tanh r

with the natural counterparts

p' = tanh r'

and
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r' = r + dr

although this transformation will not be applied everywhere. Then, since

(l-p2)-1 = cosh2 t;

(with the obvious extension to primed parameters), and

= 1 -2 (~) + 3 (~) 2
(0'/0")2 = + smaller terms

with various similar results, it follows that (to second-order infinitesimals)

1 -(~) + (~) 2J

1 

-(~J + (~J 2]-2 tanh I; tanh 1;'

1 + ~J + ~J )-2 tanh r tanh r' [J

+ (a"(I-p2»-1 (d>.)2 + (~(I-p2»-1 (dJJ.)2 -2p(O'T(I-p2»-1 (d>')(dJJ.)

= JUT!" + J~~

where

and JaT~ is the rest of J in eqn (44a). Then, from eqn (43h),

+ 1 -2 (~J + 3 (~J 2I -2 [~J + 3 [~J 2

1- (~J + (~J 2

~ cosh2r
2
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= -2 + cosh2r' 1 -[~J + ~ [~J 2

+ [~J [~JJJ

+ (~J (~JJJ
(44c)

Cosh2t;1 -COSh2r}
= cOSh2r + {COSh2rl

-COsh2r} x

( dO'J I ( dO'J 2 +1 + U +2 U + (~J + ~ (~J 2
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tanh2r [1 + sechrcschr(dr) -sech2r(dr)2

+ [~J [~J

+ sechrcschr(dr) -sech2r(dr)2+

+ (~J + sechrcschr(dr) (~J

+ (~J + secht;cscht;(dt;> (~J

+ (~) (~) ] )

-COsh2r} x-2 + {COSh2I;'

-tanh2i; [2 + 2sechi;cschi;(di;) -2sech2i;(di;)2

+ [~J 2
+ 2 (~J (~J

{COSh2f;'

(~J 2
+ (2cosh2r; -sinh2r;)

-2tanhr(dr) + 2tanh2r(dr)2 -2sinh2r (~J (~J (44d)
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and finally, on expanding the expression in braces to second-order as

{cosh2r' -cosh2r} = 2coshrsinhr(dr) + (COSh2r+sinh2r)(dr)2 ,

+ bcosh2/; -sinh2/;)
(~}2

+ [~J 2

~ 2tanht;(dt;) + (. + tanh2t;)(dt;)2

+ (2cosh2r; -sinh2r;)
[~J 2+ (~J 2

-2tanht;(dt;) + 2tanh2t;(dt;)2 -2sinh2t; (~J (~J

~ (2cosh2r -sinh2r) [~J 2

(44e)

Reduction of the invariant orior orobabi\itv distribution from 2enera\ to soecia\ form

I now proceed to determine the matrix of elements gik (as defined in eQns (33)-(35» corresponding
to the invariant J defined by eQns (44a), (44b) and (44e). Since J has separated completely into
two infinitesimal forms, one involving only dO', dT and dl;, the other involving only d)' and dJ1"
with no cross-products, it follows that the corresponding matrix of gik has zeros in the elements
corresponding to products of (dO', dr or dl;) with (d)' or dJ1,); so the matrix is Quasi-diagonal, and
its determinant (required in eQn (35) for the candidate prior probability form) is simply the
product of the determinants of the two sub-matrices of gik corresponding to Jq,.r and J ~#"

Consider first the sub-matrix of gik corresponding to 1a7"(' Remarking that gik = gki (from eqn
(33b», and identifying the various elements from eqns (33a) and (44e), it follows that
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( -o-ltanhr> ( -r-ltanht;)

II gik II (1-2(2cosh2r -sinh2r)

( -(1-1r-lsinh2r)

~

( -a-lT-lsinh2t;)

T-2(2cosh2t; -sinh2t;)

[dT]

(45a)

[drJ [du]

(on factorising the "difference of two squares" in the square brackets)

(45b)

since (cosh2t; -sinh2t;) = 1
determinant in eQn (45a) is

(compare eqn (43i). The third term of the expansion of the

(45c)

while the second term of the expansion, including the required extra minus sign, is

-

-r-ltanhf; )
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-a-2r-2tanhr

which is the same as expression (45c); hence the algebraic sum of the second and third terms is
twice their common value, or

2 (

4U-2T-2COsh2r [-tanh2r] (45d)

So the algebraic sum of the three terms of the determinant II gik II in eqn (45a) is the sum of
expressions (45b) and (45d), or

-tanh2t; ~= 4a-2r-2cOsh2r {(J+tanh2r) +Ilgik II

4a-2r-2cOsh2r

I recall now the forms of the invariant J and the candidate prior probability relating to the law
of partial correlation (of which eqns (40) and following are a special case), as described in eqns
(39) and the text following them. It was asserted in that description that J would be quadratic in
the various (daj/aj) -here (da/a) and (dr/r) -and that the corresponding candidate prior
probability would be proportional to A 1/2 lld();jk IiI(daj/aj with A depending only on the ();jk;
clearly these conclusions are verified, the only ();jk here being r transformed from p. As also
expected, the prior probability form (46) contains no troublesome extra divisors of a or r. To
maintain this desirable state, it is now necessary to justify taking the mean or "location"
parameters -here ~ and JJ. -as essentially irrelevant to a, rand p, and to each other.

I begin the justification by determining what extra factors would appear in the candidate prior
probability form (eqns (35) or (46» in the general case. From J~ (eqn (44b» and the form of J
(eqn (44a», the determinant of the matrix of gik would include a factor of the determinant of the
sub-matrix of gik corresponding to J ~JJ' which is (recalling that gik = gkU

(o'-(1-p2»-1 -p(aT(I-p2»-:
II gik II (47a)

-p(ar(l-p2»-1 (~(1-p2»-1

[d.).] [dp.]

40

and the factor contributed by JUT!" to the candidate prior probability form (eqn (35» is
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This

//gik II = (u2r2(1-p2»-1

gjk daj dak (48a)

J = (d>" dlJ) (Gik) (d>" dlJ)T
(48b)

cos</>

[ sin</>
-sinlj>

COSIj>J

R = (48c)

f

[ g~l
g21

I ~

&12

I&22 '

( cos'"

-sin'"

sin4>l
cos<f>J

[

gll

g21

812

J822

( coslj>

sinlj>

-sinlt>J
cos4>J
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t:, g;J
= R TGikR

or

= (RT)-l [::,
0
] RT

g~2

R
,OJ R-1

&22
[:~l

(by inspection of eqn (48c»

= Gik (48g)

from eqn (48f); so, from eqn (48b),

= (dJ. dIJ.) R [;:.J (48h)10
J RT (d>' dp,)T

822

I write into this the definition

(d)" dJJ.') = (d)' dJJ.) R (48i)
which gives

[::1

J = (d)" dJl.'
,O] (d)" dp.')T

&22
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= g~1(d)./)2 + g~2 (dJJ/)2

and, using eqn (48c),

d)" = (cos<f»d'x + (sin<f»d~
(48k)

dill -sinq,) d)' + (cosq,) dJS

The last two results say that dA' and dp.' are obtained from dA and dp. by rotating the axes of A and
p. in the standard (anti-clockwise) direction through angle <p (which is why R is called a "rotation"
matrix). In terms of these new parameters, eqn (48j) says that J reduces to the sum of two
independent squared terms, as in eqn (38e), and the discussion following that equation shows that
the appropriate candidate prior probabilit; form is II gik' 111/2dA'dp.' or (gll'g22,)1/2dA'dp.'. From
eqn (48c), the determinants of Rand R are both unity; hence, from eqn (48f), Ilgik'111/2 =
II gik 111/2, and so, from eqn (47c), the determinant factor which is to be discarded can be justified
directly without apportioning the "rescaling" in it artificially between A and p. (or even A' and p.').
In fact, there are an infinite number of ways of transforming A and p. to give forms consisting of
independent squared terms (see Jeffreys and Jeffreys [3]), including more general transformations
which genuinely change the scales of the parameters instead of merely rotating them to change
their orientation (the transformation implied by eqn (4Id) is of this kind); however, it is always
found that the determinant factor is left unchanged if the transformations are physically
consistent.

Two further points will be made before I leave this discussion. Firstly, from the discussion in the
last paragraph taken with eqn (47c), it follows both that II gik 111/2 = I~g~ 111/2 and that the prior
probability may be represented by either II gik' 111/2d).'dp.' or II gik II f d)'dp.. For these to be
consistent, there must be a sense in which (d).'dp.') is the same thing as (d)'dp.), at least for
normalised integrations over prior probability such as those used in the second derivation of the
"Student's t" distribution. In general terms, this result follows from the discussion surrounding
eqns (34); the Jacobian of the transformation from (d)' and dp.) (or (). and p.» to (d)" and dp.') (or
().' and p.'» is the determinant of R (strictly, of RT), which is 1. For two dimensions, a specific
illustration is provided by using the vector notation which is commonly employed to state Stokes'
theorem (e.g. in [3]); in those terms, d)' and dp. are (infinitesimal) orthogonal vectors in a plane,
and each element of the integrand is an (infinitesimal) vector in the third dimension, along the
positive normal to the plane of integration. It is then simply required that the vector cross-
products (d~xd1!) and (d~'xd1!') shall be equal, which follows immediately from eqns (48k) and
(48l). Secondly, when (). and p.) are transformed to ().' and p.'), there is a corresponding
transformation from (0-, rand p) to (0-', r' and p'). The elements gik' will be the same functions of
(0-', r' and p') that the gik are of (0-, rand p); comparing g12 or g21 with g12' = g21' = 0 gives p' = 0
as the representation of the rotation R through the angle 4>, and similarly the other elements give
(from eqn (47a»

(49a)1-2
(J

I= gll

(49b)2 ,
,,' -= g22

which make sense when eqns (48j) and (38e) are compared. To obtain the two-dimensional
version of the second term of eqn (38e), I attach primes to 0 and T in eqn (44e), and combine
p' = 0 with eqn (43g) to give tanh r;' = 0, sinh r;' = 0, cosh r;' = 1, dr;' = 0 (since p' is fixed); then

eqn (44e) reduces to
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~J2

T'
JU""r' = 2 + 2

dp =

dr
d ( Sinhr

]dfCQS1if
= (COShr)-2

(SOb)

and so

= coshr; cMJ-1coshrdr dp ~ cosh3rdp

I )3/2 = \COSh2r dp

(1 _p2) -3/2dp

prior probability ()."u,a,r,p) cx d)'d,u (~J (~J (l-p2)-3/2dp
(50d)
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The oosterior orobabilitv distribution for normal correlation samoling

Consider now the case of a sample drawn from measurements which are assumed to conform to
the distribution of normal correlation in its most general form (see eqn (40a) and the text
following it)

dudv
(51a)

{ I1 exp-P(dudvl>.,p.,a,r ,p) = 211"C1T(I-p2y/2 2(I-p2)

where the parameters }., 11., 0, T and p are unknown. Their joint prior probability is given by the
expression (SOd) just derived (at great length!). The appropriate joint "likelihood" of obtaining
n measured value-pairs (Xl,yJ, (X2'Y2)""(Xn,yn> -strictly, values in infinitesimal ranges enclosing
each of them -is given from eqn (Sla), by extension of eqns (18a), (18e) and (29a), as

1P(dXldx2...dxndYldY2...dYnI8) = dXldx2..dxndYl...dYn

(27r)n(OTf(l-p2f/2

x

n

E (Yi _1J.)2
i=l+

r2

n

2p E (Xi -~)(Yi -p.)
i-Ix exp 1

a" or

which becomes, using the definitions of the sample parameters

n

1/2

(52b)
s ==

n

LY'
-.I

Y=~ n

1/2

(52d)
t =
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n

L (Xi -X)(Yi-Y")
i=lr = -

fist

P(dXl...dxndYl...dYnIO) =

x expo

n

L (Xi _).)2
i=l

= n[s2 + (X_).)2]
n

L(Yi-/l)2
i=l

and = n[t2 + 6-J1.)2]

and by the method of eqn (18d)

n[rst + (X->.)(Y-JJ.)]

P n(d)'dJl,dudrdpIO) cx d)'dJl,dudrdp (O'T)-n-1(1-p2)(-3-n)/2 x

x exp + f -~ (J..-X)(p.-Y) + rst}
Jr2 aT

(54)
n

2( I _p2)
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URTlli

~ = Q
OT

from which follow immediately

S2~ = Q exp(p)

t2;2 = Q exp(-p)

a(O',T) -
a(a::8)-

st

2a2

00[ 00dO' 
[ dr P n(dJ.djJ.dpdadrlO)

---

dadr

P n(d)'df.J.dp/(J) =

00

I
P n(d)'dl1.dadrdpI9)
--

dadr

00

dQJ dfJ ~
-00 8(Q,fJ)

cx

00

Ida expx

+ coshp -~ (>.-""X)(p.-y) -pr
Jst an-
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00

J dp dAd~dp (l_p2)(n-3)/2 X-00
~

x
(56)

Reduction to algebraic form

(~-X)
s

).1 =

-(Ji.-Y)=-p.1
(57b)t

(These should not be confused with the use of ).' and ~' to discuss rotations in the previous Part
of this paper.) Then, absorbing factors of sand t (and a power of 2) into the proportionality
factor,

Pn(d).1 dJ.lI dpl8) cx

00

f d,a d,),/djJldp (l_p2}(n-3)/2 X
-00

(58a)

Next, I substitute
exp(p) = "1

(58b)
d'Y = 'YdfJ

(58c)
(0 :5 'Y < 00)

then

Pn(d).'dJJ.'dpIO) <X

00

I d'}' d).1 dp.1 dp (1_p2)(n-3)/2 x
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I wish also to integrate over all p, for which the range is from (-1) to 1 (see eqns (16) and the text
following them); hence

1

f dp
-1

P n(d)" d#J.' dPI8)

]dp
Pn{d).1 dpl 19) =

1

~ d).1 dil' f dp (l_p2)(n-3)/2 x
-1

00!
x

I now define

When this integration has been performed, I can reduce eqn (58e) to a convenient trigonometric
form by a substitution for p, which will remove the obvious fractional power (albeit at the cost
of another complication). First, however, I must determine in.

The second integration

The right-hand side of eqn (59) depends in a very simple way on the parameter r; by inspection

(2np-y)

.
~=
ar

2npIn+l

from which it immediately follows that

.-(2p)l-n a n-l.
I - [ -

) 11n (n-l)! ar

(60b)

with

00

! (60c)11 =

This last integral is of an elementary kind, and may be evaluated by factorising the denominator
of the integrand and resolving into partial fractions; there is a complication, however, because the
zeros of the denominator are complex. I write
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where "11' "12 are the zeros and can be written down from the well-known formula for solving a

Quadratic equation, thus

-p(.).1 JJ.' +r) :t V~2(.).1 JJ.' +r)2 -().12+1)(JJ.'2+1)
11,12 -, -, ,

(.)./2+1)
(61b)

These are complex because the argument of the square root is essentially negative. To see this,
notice first that the term (). '2+ I )(p.'2+ I) is independent of the signs of ).' and p.', and the term
p2().'p.'+r)2 depends only on the product of the signs of ).' and p.'. Without loss of generality,
therefore, I may treat ).', p.' and r as all positive for the purpose of maximising the square root's
argument; for if ).' and p.' have the same sign, ).'p.' is positive and must be added to a positive r to
maximise it, while if ).' and p.' have opposite signs their product must be correspondingly added
to a negative r, for which

().I p.1 +r)2 = -).Ip.'-r)2 = (I).Ip./I+lrl)2

so that ).'p.' and r have the same effective values when both are negative as when both are positive.
The maximum value of r is I, as is the maximum value of p2 (strictly, this is its upper limit which
it is not allowed to attain); hence the maximum value of

p2().,/ p./ +r)2 -().,/2+1)(p./2+1)

is

().IIJ.I +1)2 -()./2+1)(1J.12+1) = 2).11J.1_)./2_1J.12

-()./_p./)2

which is zero if )..' = 1'" and otherwise is obviously negative, and since p2 cannot strictly attain its
limit of I, the square root's argument cannot attain zero. Accordingly, I write

()./2+1)

(61d)

where 13 is real and positive, so that from eqn (61 b)

= 10:t hs (61e)11,12

where i is the square root of (-1) (there should be no confusion between this and the use of i
elsewhere as an integral index). Inserting eQns (6Ia) and (61e) into eQn (60c) gives
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IX)

I
A

11

d1 

()./2+1)-1 (1-10-i1S)-1 (1-10+i1S)-1

00

I
= ()./2+1)-1 (2i( -13»-1d'Y

1

"1-"10+1"13

1

'140-1'13

00

7-70+i73

7-70-173

1

21S(A/2+1)
log

0

Since 1 is real, the numerator of the logarithm's argument is its denominator's complex conjugate;
so the argument always has magnitude I and the value of the logarithm is simply i times the
argument's phase, which in turn is twice the phase of the argument's numerator, provided the
phases are chosen consistently with the requirement of mathematical continuity. Let the
magnitude of (1-1o+ry3) be M and its phase be <{>, so that

M cos ct> = "Y -"Yo

(61h)M sin cti = "13

At the upper limit of integration, 1 tends to +00 and so therefore does M, but (M sin <1» remains
fixed; hence (sin <1» tends to zero. I choose <I> = 0, giving the principal value of the logarithm, at
this upper limit (any value consistent with (sin <I> = 0) would do, but this is the most convenient).
As 1 decreases from +00 towards zero, M decreases while (M sin <1» remains fixed and positive;
hence (sin <1» and <I> increase, and must do so continuously. If 10 is negative, so that (1-10) remains
positive as 1 decreases to zero, <I> must remain less than (t1l") to keep (cos <1» positive, and the value
of <I> at the lower limit of integration (1=0) is the value satisfying the three requirements

0 < <I> < t1l"; M cos <I> = -10; M sin <I> = 13

which is 4> = tan-l (-13/10) ( since 10 is here negative), taking (tan-I) in its usual range. If 10 is
positive, (1-10) passes through zero as 1 decreases from +00; at this point (cos 4» is also zero, so
4> must be (111"), since 4> increases from zero as 1 decreases from +00 (and there have not been any
previous zeros of (cos 4»). As 1 decreases further to zero, 4> increases further; but it must remain
between (111") and (11"), since (cos 4» never vanishes again (so 4> cannot cross (111"» and (sin 4» never
vanishes at all for finite M and fixed non-zero (M sin 4» (so 4> cannot cross (11"». The value of 4>
at the lower limit of integration (1 = 0) is then the value satisfying the three requirements

(t1l") < 4> < 11"; M cas 4> = -10; M sin 4> = 13

which is <I> = 11" + tan-I (-'13/'10) (since '10 is positive here), again taking (tan-I) in its usual range.
Now, let S be an arbitrary positive real number; then S = tan (tan-IS), so

1

0"

1 = cot (tan-IS) = tan (t1l" -tan-IS) (61i)
tan(tan-lS)

and since the argument of the last tangent in eqn. (6Ii) is in the usual range of (tan-I), the
equation becomes
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(61j)

When 10 is negative, <I> = tan-l (-13/10)' and (-10/13) is positive. Let this be 0; then (from

eqn. (61j»

~JIf> = tan-l (-13/10) = tan-l

= t1l" -tan-IS = t1l" -tan-1-,o/'Ys) = t1l" + tan-I('Yo/'Ys)

Now, if <5 is an arbitrary negative real number, then eqn. (61i) becomes

~ cot (tan-IS) ~ -cot (tan-I( -S»
1 1
-=

.5 tan (tan-IS)

-tan (t1r -tan-l( -8») (61£)

and since the argument of the last tangent in eqn. (61£) is in the usual range of (tan-I), the

equation becomes

= -tan-l(tan(t1r -tan-l( -0»))~ -tan-l (-~J

-(t7r -tan-l( -6») = -t7r + tan-l( -6)

When 10 is positive, 4> = 1/" + tan-l (-13/10)' and (-10/13) is negative. If this is chosen for 6, then

(from eqn. (6Im»

<I> = 11" + tan-l -'13/'10> = 11" + tan-l = 11" + tan-l (~J

(61n)111" + tan-l( -0) = 111" + tan-l(10/13)

which is eqn. (6Ik) again; this equation is therefore true for both positive and negative 10. It is
also true when 10 = 0, since then the point (1-10) = 0 at which (cos I/J) vanishes and I/J attains (t1l")
is also the lower limit of the integration (see the argument for positive 10 in the text preceding
eqn. (6Ii». It follows that, for all values of 10' the change in the phase I/J of the numerator of the
argument of the logarithm in eqn. (6If) is 0 -(t1l" + tan-l (10/13» (taking 1 now as moving in the
correct sense, from 0 to +00); the phase change of the whole argument is twice this, or
(-11" -2tan-l(10/13»; and the change in the value of the logarithm itself is i times this, or
-i(1I" + 2tan-l(10/13» (both results from the text following eqn. (6If». So, from eqn. (6If),
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00

I
A

11 =

I write into this

"Y = "Yo + "Y3 tancP'
(63b)

d'1 ~ '13(1 + tan2<f>1) d<f>1
(63c)

!-x-

J
tan-l(-~)

73

A

II dcf>/13(1 + tan2cf>/)().12= + 1)-1 <'132tan2cPl + '132)-1

tan

i~

(63d)
tan-l(-~)

'13

from which eqn. (62) follows immediately. In principle, therefore, this section could be
considerably shortened. It serves, however, as an illustration of the fact that most of the results
in this paper were obtained by systematic analysis without the use of "short cuts"; indeed, in most
cases I have looked for a "short cut" and failed to find one.

It remains now to substitute the definitions of "10 and "13 from eqns. (61) into eqn. (62). Before
doing this, I make a small change which will shortly lead to a simplification; writing
cP" = tan-l( "101"13) gives
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tan <p"

sec <p"

(since 13 is positive, and <pH is the principal value of an arctangent and therefore lies between (-t1l")
and (t1l") so that sec <p" is also positive), so

sin <p" = tan <p" /sec <p" = 10/( 132 + 102)1 ""..'"

so that

tan-l ("YO/"Y3) = 1/>" = sin-l(sin 1/>// ) = sin-l(1o/(132 + 102)i) (64a)

with the same principal value range for the arcsine as for the arctangent. From eqns. (61c) and
(6Id),

and, on substituting into eqn. (62) from eqns. (64a), (64b) and (61c), with the further result (for
positive '13)

I obtain

x

-i
2

p().Ip.1 +r)1 - x
«).12 + 1)(p./2 +1»1

p(.).1 p.1 +r)111" + sin-lx
«)./2 + 1)(Jl.12 +1»l

The form of this suggests that I should introduce a "normalised" form of r, r', defined by

(A'I.&' +r)
(A' 2 + 1)(1.&'2 + 1»)t

r' -
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From the argument following eqn. (61 b), the maximum value of

().I p.1 + r)2 -()./2 + 1)(p./2 + 1)

is zero; hence the maximum value of

(.AI JSI + r)2
-1

(.AI 2 +1)(JSI2 + I)

which from the definition (66) is (r'2-1), is also zero. Hence

-1 ~ r/ ~ 1

as for r, the limits being attainable in principle since r (unlike p) can also attain them (but this will
be discussed again later). Eqn. (60b) requires 11 to be differentiated repeatedly by r; it is easy to
allow for this, however. I write

where C is independent of r (and therefore of r' when the substitution is made), while g(pr') is a
function of only one variable, such that

g(z) = (1 _Z2)! (t1r+sin-lz)

for any z. Then

a '
ar II =

«)./2 + 1)(11.12 + 1»-i p Cg1 (p().111.1 +r)/«>../2 + 1)(11.12 + 1»l)

«)./2+1)(Jl.12+1»-i p Cg1 (pr/)

where g' denotes the derivative of the function g of one variable. This is of the same form as that
in eqn. (67a), since «).,2 + 1 )(11.,2 + I »-! pC is independent of rand g' is another function of only
one variable; so the procedure may be repeated indefinitely to give

(67d)

Similarly

~i1 = ~{Cg(pr')} = pCg'(pr')
ar' ar'

which is also of the same form as that in eqn. (67a), so on repetition

n-l

[-bJ
.
II (67f)= pn-l Cg(n-l)' (pr')
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Hence, combining eqns. (67d) and (67f),

A

11

Substituting eqns. (67g), (65) and (66) into eqn. (60b) now gives

which, on substituting into eqn. (58e) with the definition (59), and absorbing numerical factors
into the proportionality factor, gives

Pn(d).1 dJ.1./18) cx d).1 dJ.1.' «)./2+1)(J.1.12+1»-!n X

n-l

{(I-(pr')2 )-t (t1l" +sin-l(pr'»}

As indicated in the text following eqn. (58e) and the definition (59), I can now make a
trigonometric substitution to simplify this, although the fractional powers will later reappear in
a different form. Writing p = sin 8' into eqn. (68a) puts it into the following form (with the usual
range for the implied arcsine)

(68b)

where

n-l
AI
I =n -

l'K

_{'KdO! (cosO! t-2(sinO! )1-0
a

arl

This completes the second integration, and states the form of the third one.

Preliminaries to the third integration

The integral In'is apparently singular, because of the factor (sin 8')l-n in eqn. (68c) or pl-n in eqn.
(68a). The resolution of this difficulty is provided by eqns. (67e) and (67f), which show that each
of the (n-l) partial differentiations with respect to r' contributes a factor of p or (sin 0) to the
integrand, just cancelling the singularity. This result also shows, however, that it is impossible
to take any of the partial differentiations outside the integral; they must all be performed in place.
If n is very small there is apparently also a problem due to the factor (cos O')n-2; but it turns out
that n must be at least 3 for all this analysis to be physically meaningful, which is sufficient to
solve the problem.

Now, from eqn. (68c),
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0

+ -t dO' (cosO' )n-2(sinO' y-n

t-"

[
=

(68d)

and if n is even

I can drop the numerical factors (11" and 2) outside the integrals here, since they can be absorbed
into the proportionality factor in eqn. (68b). It remains to evaluate the integrals in eqns. (69),
which will be taken as defining In' from now on.

Odd number of measurement oairs in the samoIe

I consider first In' for odd n, defined by the integral in eqn. (69a), and I write into it

(70a)w = sin2 9'

dw = 2 sine' coset de'
(70b)

(0 ~ w ~ 1

Then, writing also odd n = 2m + I, and discarding another numerical factor (of 2),

1

(70c)
AI d

[ ] 2m{12m..l = r w(l-w)m-iw-m..!!-.- (l-r/2w)-i}

~ (w(l-w»l ar'

58

on replacing 8' by (-8') in the second integral of the first line. This equation takes different forms
for odd and even n; thus, if n is odd,
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Now (1-r'2w)-i may be expanded as a power series using the binomial theorem, thus

(-.!.)(-~) (-.!.)(-~)(-~)
(1-r/2w)-i=1+(-.!.)(-r/2w)+ 2 2-(-r/2w)2+ 2 2 2 (-r/2w)3 2 2! 3!

=f ~~~~
j-O r(t) j!

so

[~ J 2 {(I -'2 ,

(71b)

and by repetition m times

2m
a

art.

r(m+t) (2m)! 1 m'~ ./2 .

(2J)! U+m)! (r w)J

where the numerical factor (which as usual may be absorbed into the proportionality factor) has
been chosen to make the "zeroth" term of the sum be I, and the prime has been dropped from j'
as no longer necessary. I now want to represent the sum by a hypergeometric function F(a,b;c;z),
which is defined by the following series expansion for I z I < I (see Copson [5])

I: ~!:~~~
j=O r(a) r(b) r(c+j) j!

F(a,b;c;z) =
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sum is the same for both sums for all j (? 1). I have already used (from Copson [5]) the relation

r(x+l) = xr(x) (7Ie)

and using it again gives the ratio of the jth term to the (j-l)th term in the sum in eqn. (71c) as

(j+m-t)(2j+2m)(2j+2m-l) (r/2w) (71f)

(2j)(2j -l)(j +m)

while the same ratio in the sum in eqn. (71d) is

(a +j -I) (b+j -I) z
(c+j-l) (j)

(71g)

Cancelling (j+m) and various factors of 2 between the numerator and denominator of expression
(71 f), and then equating it to expression (71 g), gives

(j+m-t)2 ( 12 ) -(a+j-l)(b+j-l)r w -z
j(j-t) j(c+j-l)

(7Ih)

for all j (2: I); so immediately

(71i)z = r/2wc = ta = b = (m+t) ;

and the sum in eqn. (71c) is F«m+t), (m+t); t; (r'2w». On substituting into eqn. (70c) from
eqn. (71c) and this last result, then, I obtain

1

dw W-i(l-w)m-l F(m+t, m+t; t; r/2w) (71j)

Integration in hvoergeometric form

The integral expression in eqn. (7Ij) is given as a standard form in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [6],
but there appears to be a misprint confusing the notation; the general result is correctly stated in
Erdelyi [7] (where it is attributed to Bateman) with an indication of the method of proof. In view
of the confusion, I shall work through the method to confirm that the result is correct.

I consider then the integral

1
(72a)W..,-l (l-w)c-..,-l F(a,b; 1; zw) dw

where C>1>O and I z I <1 (these restrictions guarantee convergence, taking all the parameters as
real; the first restriction corresponds to the restriction on the powers of (sin 6') and (cos 6') in
eqn. (68c), as discussed in the text following it). I substitute into expression (72a) the series

expansion (71d); the integral is then

1
W-y-l (I-W)c--y-l ~ r(a+j) r(b+j) (zw)j

L. r( .) -dw j=O 1+J j! (72b)r(')')
r(a) r(b)

As j tends to infinity, the limit of the ratio of successive terms of the infinite series becomes (zw),
which is strictly less than I in magnitude over the whole range of integration (including the
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W,,-l+j (I-W)C-,,-l dw (72c)

1

(72d)

so expression (72c) becomes

-r(1)- ~ !:{a:j! r~~ r(c--y) ~
r(a) r(b) j=O r(c+J) J!

from the definition (7Id); and this is the value of the integral expression (72a).

The factor multiplying the hypergeometric function in the last expression is itself a Beta function
(corresponding to expression (72d) with j = 0), but this appears to be a mere curiosity with no
deep significance. A rather more useful result is obtained by reversing the substitution
(w = sin20') (eqn. (70a» into eqn. (72d); then on putting (1 + j) = t, (c -1) = t(n + 1), the equation
for the Beta function integral becomes

i'K!
(cosO')n dO'2 = r(t) r(tn+t)

r(tn+l)

which is a fe-statement of eqn. (27).

Returning from this little diversion, I now choose to set "Y = t, c = (m+t), a = b = (m+t) and z = r'2
into expression (72a); these values make the integral the same as the one in eqn. (7Ij), and so the
integral in eqn. (7Ij) is then given by expression (72e), provided the conditions on expression
(72a) (c>"Y>O, z I <I) are satisfied. I then have

~ F(m+t, m+t; m+t; r/2) (74a)
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on absorbing the numerical factor into the proportionality factor as usual. The conditions on
expression (72a) now become (m+t) > t > 0, r,2 < 1. The first of these reduces to m > 0, which
from the definition of m (eqns. (70» means that the smallest allowable odd n is 3; I have already
discussed this in the text preceding eqn. (68d). The condition r,2 < 1 will shortly become obviously
necessary for another reason, but it adds another note to a theme which has been running through
all this work: whether r', rand p can attain their upper limits or not. Since it is always possible
to put a straight line through two points in a plane, a sample of two measured value-pairs always
exhibits perfect correlation; hence n of the sample must be at least 3 to make this analysis
physically sensible. However, if n is at least 3, the correlation will always be imperfect (except
by extraordinary coincidence); hence I r I will be less than 1, and so will I r' I be (from the
definition (66». The strict restriction on r is therefore harmless, adding nothing which would not
be required anyway; while the physical restriction on n automatically satisfies the condition onm.

Now I consider eQn. (74a). From the definition (71d),

F(m+t,m+t;m+t;r/2) = ~ r(m+t+j) r(m+t+j) r(m+t) (r/2)j

j=O r(m+t) r(m+t) r(m+t+j) ~

= ~ r(m+t+j) ~
j=o r(m+t) j!

(m+t)(m+~) (m+t)(m+~)(m+~)
~ 1 +(m+t)(r/2) + 2 (r/2)2 + 2 2 (r/2)3

2! 3! .

1 +( -m-t)(-r/2) +
-r/2)3.

~ (l-r/2)-m-i
(74b)

by the binomial theorem. Hence, since (-m-t) = -t (2m+l) = -tn for odd n, from eqns. (74) and
(68)

P n(d).1 dp./IO) cx d).1 dp.' «).12 + 1 )(p.'2 + 1 »-in( l-r/2)-in

d).1 dp.1 «)./2 + 1 )(p./2 + 1 )(1 -r/2»-in

d).1 dp,1 «)./2+1)(p,/2+1) _().I p,1 +r)2)-in

d).1 dp.1 «I-r2) +).12 +p.12 -2r).1 p./)-!n
(75)

for odd n, using the definition (66) of r'. (I note again that r,2 must be strictly less than 1, since
the substitution of eqn. (74b) plainly demands it.)
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Earlier in this paper I used a discussion of the "Student's t" distribution to show that the prior
probability distribution for the standard deviation(s) 0' (and r) ought to be taken as (dO'/O') rather
than the plausible (dO') (see the text surrounding eqns. (30) and (31 ». The result (75), and some
of its immediate consequences, can be used in the same way to check that the prior probability
distribution for the correlation coefficient p really ought to be taken as «I-p2)-3/2dp) (as in eqns.
(50», rather than the plausible (dp) -which Jeffreys [1] seems to believe, in spite of presenting
himself the essence of all the arguments I have given for preferring the more complicated form.
The main part of the necessary analysis will be performed later, but I mention it now because it
is obviously necessary to know what the result (75) would be if the prior probability for p were
given by the form (dp). It is quite easy to trace this change through the last few sections; if I
insert an extra factor of (1_p2)3/2 into eqns. (50), cancelling the factor (1_p2)-3/2 already there,
this is carried through eqns. (54), (56), (58) and (68a), then (in the form (cos 9')3) through the
other eqns. (68) and eqns. (69), then (in the form (1-w)3/2) through eqn. (70c) to arrive in
eqn. (71j). The new integral in this last equation is evaluated as described in the text preceding
eqn. (74a), with the chosen value of the parameter c changed appropriately from (m+t) to (m+2),
and eqn. (74a) then becomes (apart from a numerical factor which is absorbed as usual into the
proportionality factor)

'I
< I2m+l > cx F(m+t, m+t; m+2; r/2)

This cannot be written in closed form, but it can usefully be transformed. The necessary
transformation appears as a by-product of the treatment of I; for even n, to which I now turn,
postponing consideration of eqn. (76).

Even number of measurement oairs in the sam ole

I consider now 1; for even n, defined by the integral in eqn. (69b), and I write into it the
substitutions (70a) and (70b). Then, writing also even n = 2m, and discarding another numerical
factor (of 2) as before,

1 2m-l
1"1 - ! dw (1 )m-l !-m [ a J {(I 12 )-! .-l ( I i)}2m --w w --r w 8m r w

(w(l-w»! arl

It is not at all obvious what should be done next; in fact, the original development of this work
was held up for several weeks while I searched for a way to proceed. The problem, in terms of
the treatment of the odd case (eqns. (71 », is that the quantity to be differentiated is now not one
elementary function but the product of two elementary functions, whose separate power series
expansions cannot be combined into one power series by any elementary method; it does not even
help to observe that (l-z2)-i = d(sin-lz)/dz, so that the problem can be reduced to that of squaring
the power series for (sin-lz). When I finally discovered an effective way to treat the problem, its
solution turned out to be "obvious" with a great deal of hindsight -that is, it could be quickly
verified using obscure properties of the hypergeometric function which one would never consider
without prior knowledge of their relevance. However, this method of proof is unilluminating;
there is a deep connection between the integrands in eqns. (69) which it leaves unexplored.
Accordingly, I present a simplified systematic treatment based on my original investigation.

The idea of what follows is to find a "simple" (meaning linear) differential equation satisfied by
the function in the brace brackets in eqns. (69b) and (77), which may be conveniently written as
«I-z2)-t sin-lz); then the differential equation can be solved in series, giving the wanted
expansion directly, using the classical method of Picard and Frobenius (see Jeffreys and
Jeffreys [3]). It is well known that the method of solution in series is much easier to apply if the
differential equation is at most of second order; moreover, the hypergeometric equation is of this
kind, and its first solution is just the hypergeometric function which has appeared several times
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already in the discussion of an odd number of measurement pairs. Hence I look for a second-
order linear differential equation satisfied by «I-z2)-t sin-lz), which I will call f(z); then, using
primes to denote derivatives,

f(z) = (l-z2)-i sin-II

f' (z) = (I-Z2)-1 + z(l-z2)-3/2 sin-lz (78b)

f" (z) = 3z(l-z2)-2 + (1 +2Z2) (l-z2)-5/2 sin-lz

with (sin-lz)' = (l-z2)-i as remarked above. To find an identically-zero linear combination of
these, I note that only f'(z) and f"(z) contain terms without (sin-lz) as a factor, so I begin by
choosing the combination «I-z2)f"(z) -3zf'(z» to eliminate them; then

(I-Z2)fll (z) -3zf/(z) = «1+2z2) -3z.z)(I-Z2)-3/2sin-lz

(1 -z2) -1 sin -lz

and so, combining eqns. (78d) and (78a),

(1-Z2) f" (Z) -3z f' (Z) -f(z) = 0

Now, by the very way this equation was constructed, it is also satisfied by the function (l-z2)-i.
For, when eqns. (78a)-(78c) are substituted into the left-hand side of eqn. (78e) and similar terms
are collected together, the terms with and without a factor of (sin-lz) separately vanish identically;
but the co-factor of the terms with a factor of (sin-lz) is simply the result of applying the
differential operator of the left-hand side of eqn. (78e), which is «I-z2)(djdz)2 -3z(djdz) -Ix),
to the co-factor of (sin-lz) in f(z), which is (l-z2)-i. Hence I have found two obviously
independent solutions of eqn. (78e), and the general solution must be a linear combination of them
-which includes the function g(z) in eqn. (67b), from which are deduced the later eqns. (67), (68)
and (69); and it is easy to verify the general solution, by writing f(z) = (l-z2)-if(z) and substituting
this into eqn. (78e). The appearance of two apparently unconnected functions in the brace
brackets in eqns. (69) is now easily explained: they are a complementary pair; (l-z2)-i (putting
rsin()' = z) is even and « I-z2)-i sin-lz) is odd, and this is the unique partition of the general
solution of eqn. (78e) yielding particular solutions with these properties (apart from numerical
scaling factors, which are essentially irrelevant because the differential equation is linear). A
quirk is that the even brace-bracketed function appears in the equation for I; with odd n, and
vice versa, in eqns. (69). The reason for this is that both integrands in eqns. (69) are even, the odd
parts having dropped out when the range was changed from (-t1r to t1r) (in eqn. (68c» to (0 to t1r)
(in eqn. (68d»; and so, since the operator «sin(}')l-n (ajar)n-l) is (ajaz)n-l and is even for odd n
and vice versa, so must its operand be.

I can now find the series expansion of «I-z2)-i sin-lz) by solving eqn. (78e) in series and picking
out the odd solution. Since the equation is not hypergeometric, there is no obvious way of
predicting its solutions from the hypergeometric function in the general case -although the even
solution, (l-z2)-i, is F(t,t;t;z2) (by putting m = 0 in eqn. (74b) and replacing r' by z), which can
also be written F(t,c;C;z2) by noting (from the intermediate lines of eqn. (74b» that two pairs of
gamma-functions cancel identically when b = c in F(a,b;c;z2). I therefore originally carried out
the tedious but standard series-solution process (as described in Jeffreys and Jeffreys [3]),
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obtaining the result

(1-Z2)-i sin -IZ = z F(l, 1;3j2;z2) (79)

after using the method exemplified in eqns. (71) to express the series in hypergeometric form.
On comparing these two solutions with each other and with the standard solutions of the
hypergeometric equation, which (as shown in Copson [5]) are F(a,b;c;z) and zl-CF(l+a-c,l+b-C;
2-c;z), and noting that c may be taken as t, it does become rather plausible (if still not obvious)
that z in eqn. (78e) should be replaced by zi (introducing the bar to avoid confusion). Then, since

-1

d(Zi)
--az-

d
dZ

d

d"(ii)
d = 2zid

-az- -az-
(80a)=

eqn. (78e) becomes

or

(SOb)

which is the hypergeometric equation with the parameters a = b = c = t (see Copson [5]) and
therefore has the solutions F(t,t;t;Z) andz1F(I,1;3/2;Z) which have already been identified, since
settingz = z2 makes them be F(t,t;t;z2) and zF(1,1;3/2;z2) as above (eqns. (74b) and (79». (In
the general theory of the hypergeometric function there are certain difficulties when a = b, but
they do not affect the results here, as the direct solution in series shows.)

Finally, at the deepest level to which I shall go in exploiting the properties of the hypergeometric
function, I Quote one of the results deduced by Kummer from studying transformations of the
hypergeometric equation into itself using the elementary bilinear transformations of the cross-
ratio group; these change the independent variable z through the sequence z -.(1-""7:) -.1/( 1-""7:)
-.(-""7:)/(1-""7:) -.l-lfi -.1fi -.Z, which is obtained by alternately subtracting from unity and
inverting (see Erdelyi [7] or Piaggio [8]). The result I want is

(81a)F(a,b;c;z) = (1_Z)c-a-b F(c-a,c-b;c;Z)

This is stated without comment by Erdelyi [7]; Piaggio [8] remar~ that making the substitution
f(i) = (1-"Z)k F(i) transforms !!!e hypergeometric equation for f(i) = F(a,b;c;Z) into another
hypergeometric equation for F(i) (provided k = c-a-b) with parameters such that the two
solutions F(a,b;c;Z) andoz;1-CF(I+a-c, l+b-c; 2-c;"Z) of the original equation become (for the new

equation)

F(Z) : a linear combination of F(c-a,c-b;c;"Z) and of

-zi-c F( 1 -a,l -b;2 -c;z) (BIb)

from which eqn. (8Ia) follows, on inserting the factor (l--z)k (to change F(Z) back tof(Z) and
considering the behaviour of the four solutions at z = O. Then, on writing z = z2 as before,

eqn. (81 a) gives obviously
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F(a,b;c;z2) = (1_z2)c-a-b F(c-a,c-b;c;Z2) (8Ic)

It is now very simple to verify the series expansion of «I-z2)-i sin-lz). From eqn. (71a) and the
remark that (l-z2)-i = d(sin-lz)/dz, I obtain using term-by-term integration (with sin-l0 = 0)

f dz I: ~ z2j -j=O r(t) 11 - ~ ~ _.:::!.~
j=O r(t) (2j+l)j!

sin-lz =

The "zeroth" terms of the sums in eqn. (82a) and eqn. (71d) (the hypergeometric function) are both
1; and the ratio of the jth term to the (j-l)th term in eqn. (71d) has already been identified as
expression (71g), while the corresponding ratio of terms in eqn. (82a) is (using eqn. (71e»

(j-t)(2j-l) 2 -(j-t)2-Z --z
j (2j+l) (j+t)j

Hence the sum in eqn. (82a) is (comparing expressions (71g) and (82b» simply F(t,t;3j2;Z) or
F(t ,t;3j2;z2), and so eqn. (82a) becomes

sin-lz = z F(t,t;3/2;z2)

so

(82d)

However, the expression in brace brackets in eQn. (82d) is the right-hand side of eQn. (8Ic), with
the parameters a = 1, b = 1, c = 3/2; and so, from the left-hand side of eQn. (8Ic), eQn. (79)
follows immediately.

Eqn. (8Ic) will also be used when I come to discuss eqn. (76) and its counterpart for even n, which
will be derived in due course.

I can now return to eqn. (77), and discuss it in the same way that eqn. (70c) was discussed,
following the sequence of eqns. (71). In the first place, from eqns. (79) and (7Id) I have

(83a)

which is the result I obtained originally by solving eqn. (78e) in series. So
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~{(l-r'2w)-isin-l(r' wi)} = ~
ar' ar'

3
00 r(-)

(wi) L ~ j!wjr/2j+l
j-O r(j+~)

2
3

00 r(_)
= wi L -?:.- (2j+l)j! (r/2w)j

j-O r(j+~)
2

(83b)

then, comparing with eqns. (7Ib) and (7Ic),

22[~ J [~ J {(I-r'2w)-isin-l(r'wi)} = [~ Jar' ar' ar'

3
00 r(-)

wi L -2-(2j+l)j!(r/2w)j
j=o r(j+~)

2

r(~)200

wi L (2j+I)(2j)(2j-l)j! w(r/2w)j-l
j=l r(j+~)

2

3
00 r(2) .1

= wI! L (2j'+3)(2j'+2)(2j'+1)(j'+1)!(r'2w)J
jl =0 r(j' +~)

2

(83c)

and by repetition (m-l) times

2m-l

[~ J {(I-r'2w)-isin-l(r'wi)}
ar'

r(~)200

= wm-i L -(2j+I)(2j)(2j-I) (2j-2m+3)j!(r/2w)j-m+l
j-m-l r(j+~)

2

r(~)
_-2-(2m-I)! (m-l)! wm-i ~ r(m+t) (2j+2m-I)! (j+m-l)! (r/2w)j

r(m+t) j-O r(j+m+t) (2m-I)! (m-I)!-{"21)!
(83d)

where the numerical factor (which may be absorbed into the proportionality factor) has been
chosen to make the "zeroth" term of the sum be l, and the prime has been dropped from j' as no
longer necessary. I now want (as usual) to represent the sum by a hypergeometric function (as
given in definition (7ld», also having a "zeroth" term of l, so the representation will be valid if
I can choose the parameters a, band c and the variable z of the hypergeometric function so that
the ratio of the jth term to the (j-l )th term is the same in the sum in eqn. (83d) as in the
hyper geometric definition (7ld) for all j (~ 1). The ratio in the definition is already given by
expression (71g); using eqn. (7le), the ratio in the sum in eqn. (83d) is
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(2j+2m-I)(2j+2m-2)(j+m-l) (r/2w)
(j +m -t )(2j)(2j -I)

Cancelling (j+m-t) and various factors of 2 between the numerator and denominator of expression
(83e), and then equating it to expression (71 g), gives

(j+m-I)2 ( /2 ) -(a+j-l)(b+j-l)r w -z
j(j-t) j(c+j-l)

for all j (~ I); so immediately

z = r/2wc = t;a = b = m'.
and the sum in eqn. (83d) is F(m,m;t;r,2w). On substituting into eqn. (77) from eqn. (83d) and this
last result, then, I obtain

1
AI
12m CX

3m--
2 F(m,m;!;r/2w)dw w-i (l-w)

Integration in hvoergeometric form revisited

The integral expression in eqn. (83h) is of the same form as the one in eqn. (7Ij), both being
particular cases of the general expression (72a) whose value is expression (72e); hence, apart from
a numerical factor which is absorbed as usual, 12m' is given by setting in expression (72e) the
parameter values "Y = t, c = m, a = b = m, Z = r,2, which make the integrals in eqns. (72a) and (83h)
the same. I then have

A' cx r(t)r(m-t) F(m,m;m;r'2)
12m r(m)

cx F(m,m;m;r/2)

In this case, the conditions on expression (72a) (stated immediately after it) become r,2 < I (which
has already been discussed) and m > t > 0; the latter condition reduces to m > t, which from the
definition of m here (in the statement of eqn. (77» means that the smallest allowable even n is 2
as far as this integration is concerned (see the text preceding eqn. (68d». In fact, the smallest
allowable n (even or odd) is 3, as already shown in the discussion following eqn. (74a); this result
will be confirmed by later mathematical developments.

Now consider eqn. (84a), and compare it with its analogue, eqn. (74a); the treatment of this latter
equation in eqn. (74b) extends immediately to the present case, on replacing (m+t) by m, and so

F(m,m;m;r/2) = (l-r/2)-m (84b)

Here, with even n, (-m) = (-tn), so the analysis of eqn. (75) can be taken over unchanged to give

P n(d')" dlJ'18) IX d.).'dlJ' «1-r2)+.).'2+IJ'2-2r.).'IJ')-in

for all (odd or even) n sufficiently large for the total probability to be represented by a convergent
integral expression (so that it is well-behaved and can be normalised). The discussion following
eqn. (75), concerning the effect of taking the prior probability distribution for the correlation
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coefficient p as the plausible (dp) instead of the calculated «I-p2)-3/2dp), can also be taken over
unchanged (apart from replacing the later equation numbers by their analogues presented in the
section before this one) down to the conclusion that an extra factor of (l-w)3/2 appears in eqn.
(7Ij) and its analogue eqn. (83h); the new integral form of eqn. (83h) is then evaluated in the same
way as the old one, with the chosen value of the parameter c changed appropriately from m to
(m+3/2), and the equation then becomes (analogously to eqn. (76»

On inserting m = tn into this, and m = t(n-l) into eqn. (76) for the case of odd n (as in the
definitions preceding eqns. (77) and (70c», I obtain for both even and odd n

This can usefully be transformed, using eqn. (81a) with a = b = tn, c = (tn+3/2),z = r,2, to

3 1"I ---n 3 3 1 3
< I > IX ( 1 -r/2 )2 2 F( n + -' r/2 ) (8n 2'2'2 2'

and on combining this with eqns. (68), the result analogous to eqns. (75) and (85) is

<P n(d).1 dJl,'18» IX d).1 dJl,' «1-r2) +).12
3

+1J.12 -2r).IIJ.I)-in (l-r/2)2 F(~,~;~n+~;r/2)
222 2 (86d)

According to the discussions following eqns. (75) and (85), the form of the prior probability
distribution for p can be checked by investigating the normalisation of the probability
distributions given by eqns. (85) and (86d). As this normalisation is obviously desirable anyway,
I now carry it out.

Exact normalisation of the true orobabilitv distribution

As in earlier results (eqns. (23)-(30», the proportionality factor in eqn. (85) is determined by
integrating over the whole ranges of).' and p.'; since the original variables). and p. (to which I shall
return in due course) range from -00 to +00, so do ).' and p.', from eqns. (57) -provided that the
sample parameters sand L!ire non-zero, which from eqns. (52) requires n ~ 2. Now, I write the
proportionality factor as Kn; then from eqn. (85), since the total probability is I,

I take the integration over 11.' first; then for any).' I can "complete the square" and write

#1.1 = r).1 +«)./2+1)(I-r2»! tan~
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d.u' = «,X/2 + 1)( l-r2»1 sec1:;j d";f;-

with -t7r ~ 4> ~ t7r; then eqn. (87a) becomes

(87d)

for suitable values of n. Again, making the simplest form of the same substitution, I can write

)., = tan""J;' (87e)

d).1 ~ sec2~1 d~1 (87f)

(compare eqns. (30e) and (57a» with -t1r ~ </>' ~ t1r; then eqn. (87d) becomes

--1Kn = (1-r2)-tn+t
~
-~r d~1 (COS~/)n-3

!r

-1r d~ (COS~)n-2

for suitable n, which now clearly means n ~ 3. The integrals here can be written down from
eqn. (73), remembering that

tr
2 I (cose')n de' =

lr
-t (CDS 91 )n d91 (87h)

because (cos 0') and its integral powers are even functions of 0'; thus

K -1 = (l-r2)-!n.! Cr(t)r(tn-I) J Cr(t)r(tn-t) Jn r(tn-t) r(tn)

From eqn. (7Ie) with x = tn-I, r(tn) = (tn-I)r(tn-I); and for n ~ 3 the argument (tn-I) > 0, so
all the gamma functions have positive arguments and are finite. Hence, since r(t) = ";11", eqn. (87i)
becomes

Kn-l = (I -r2)-in+i [~
Jn-2 (87j)

and eqn. (85) becomes

-in).1 2 +,ul 2-2r).I,u1
(0-2)

21r( I -r2)i

Pn(d)'/dp./18) ~ 1 + d)./dp.1 (88)l-r2

with a very strong resemblance to eqns. (25) and (26).

It has been asserted several times that n must be at least 3 for meaningful results to be obtained.
In fact, however, the critical or degenerate case is n = 2: that is, not the ordinary case of lowest
order (n = 3) but the next one below it. From eqns. (52), all the sample parameters are well-
defined for n = 2, and sand t are (normally) non-zero; the degeneracy consists in the fact that,
when n = 2, r must be t I (perfect correlation in the sample). The whole of the analysis presented
in Part III so far is valid for n = 2 and r = t I, except that r,2 can now attain I when ).' = t JJ.' with
the same sign as r (and r'); however, eqns. (84) are still true, regarded as limits in the case r,2 = I,
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and eqn. (85) then assumes the form

P2(d).ldp./IO) <X d).ldp.1 ().1+p.1)-2
(89)

which is finite when r,2 is less than 1 and correctly approaches infinity as r,2 approaches 1. Now,
the distribution (89) is not integrable through its "line of singularity" in the (A,p.)-plane, just as
the degenerate one-dimensional distribution (30g) is not integrable through its point of singularity
on the (A)-line. As discussed in the text surrounding eqns. (30), the one-dimensional result is
perfectly reasonable; one measurement gives a definite (if crude) estimate of the underlying
distribution's mean, but not only does it not give any information about the "spread" of the
distribution, it also predicts (in effect) that there is no spread: s = 0, so the distribution must be
(in a sense) infinitely tightly bound to the sample mean. Similarly, in the two-dimensional case,
two measurement pairs give definite (if crude) estimates for the underlying distribution's twin
means and standard deviations, but not only do they give no information about the variation of
correlation within the distribution, they predict (in effect) that there is no room for variations in
correlation: r = :t 1, so the correlation must be perfect, and a "line of singularity" is to be expected.
In the next section, I analyse the results of this kind given by the alternative distribution in eqns.
(86), and I show that they are well-behaved not only for n ~ 3 (as expected) but also at n = 2:
which, by the argument just given, I assert is un physical and wrong. It is interesting to note the
paradoxical nature of this reasoning; I condemn the alternative distribution, not because it predicts
an extraordinary result, but because it fails to predict an extraordinary result in a case where the
"natural physics" of the situation demands one (and duly gets it from the true distribution).

A roximate normalisation of the alternative distribution and its dis roof

Consider first the behaviour of the distribution (86d) for n > 3. From the definition (71 d), the
hypergeometric series is geometrically convergent for all values of its argument z less than I in
magnitude. The only relevant value outside this range is r,2 = 1, for which the series gives F(3/2,
3/2; tn+3/2; I) provided this converges. According to Copson [5],

F(a,b;c; 1) = r(c)r(c-a-b)
r(c-a) r(c-b) (90a)

provided the real part of (c-a-b) is strictly positive; this requires (tn-3/2) > 0 or n > 3 (which is
the reason for excluding n = 3 for the moment). Moreover, for all n > 3 the four gamma functions
in eqn. (90a) have positive arguments for the required values a=b=3/2 and c=tn+3/2, so they are
all finite and non-zero, and so F(3/2, 3/2; tn+3/2; I) is finite. Hence (l-r'2)3/2 F(3/2, 3/2;
tn+3/2; r,2) is finite for all allowable values of r,2; it is also non-negative, since the terms of the
series definition (71 d) are all positive except when z = 0, and then the series reduces to 1. Hence
the co-factor of the differentials (d).'dj1') in eqn. (86d) is non-negative, and the integral over all
).' and j1' is positive; also, the integral is finite, because its integrand is everywhere bounded above
by

«I-r2) + ).12 + #1.12-2r).1 p,/)-in Gn (90b)

where Gn is the greatest value of (l-r'2)3/2 F(3/2, 3/2; tn+3/2; r,2) in the allowable range 0 ~ r,2
~ I, and the integral over expression (90b) is merely a constant multiple of the convergent integral
in eqns. (87). Hence the alternative distribution can be normalised for n > 3, which leaves its
status open.

Next, consider the behaviour of the distribution (86d) for n = 3. As before, (1-r'2)3/2
F(3/2, 3/2; tn+3/2; r,2) is finite and non-negative for all values of r,2 other than 1; however, the
condition for F(a,b;c;l) to be finite, that (c-a-b) has a real part greater than zero and the right-
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hand side of eqn. (90a) is finite, now fails, since (tn+3/2) -3/2 -3/2 = 0 for n = 3. However, for
n = 3, the relevant function is F(a,b;(a+b);r,2) for a=b=3/2; and according to Copson [5] and

Erdelyi [7],

lim (~~~ ~ Jx-+l- -log(l-x)
-r(a+b)
-r(a) r(b)

so, since r,2 is real and non-negative,

3

(!-r/2)2 F(~,~;3;r/2)
2 2

lim
/2 1 -

r -+

3

-log(l-r/2). (l-r/2)2. r(3)

r(~) r(~)2 2.

lim
/2 1-

r -0

= 0

It follows that (1-r'2)3/2 F(3/2, 3/2; 3; r,2) is finite and non-negative for all allowable values of
r,2 including 1; the rest of the argument of the last paragraph then applies, including the bounding
expression (90b) for the integrand of the normalising integral; and so the alternative distribution
can also be normalised for n = 3, and again its status is open.

Finally, however, I consider the distribution (86d) for n = 2; or, to be precise, I consider the form
obtained by combining eqns. (68) with eqn. (86b) instead of eqn. (86c), which is (for n = 2)

The hypergeometric function here satisfies the conditions for eqn. (90a) to be valid at r,2 = 1, and
it is geometrically convergent everywhere else. Hence, when eqn. (90e) is integrated, the
integrand is everywhere non-negative and is bounded above by

«)./2+1)(p./2+1»-1 G~

where G2' is the greatest value of F(I,1;(5/2);r'2) in the allowable range 0 ~ r,2 ~ 1 (actually at the
upper limit, but it is not necessary to notice this). Hence the integral over expression (90e)
converges, because the integral over expression (90f) does so (on making the substitutions (87e)
and (87f) for A' and similarly for JL'). It follows that the alternative distribution of probability,
based on the simple prior probability distribution (dp) for correlation, can be normalised for n = 2:
and therefore must be rejected, since this is wrong by the closing arguments of the last section.
This does not, of course, prove that the calculated prior probability distribution «I-p2)-S/2dp) is
correct -the arguments used to derive it must be held to do that -but it does definitely disprove
the simple plausible distribution (which Jeffreys [I] seems to prefer, in spite of presenting himself
most of the arguments I have used to prove the more complicated form). Accordingly, I assert
on the basis of the arguments presented above that eqn. (88), taken together with the definitions
(57) and (52), gives the joint probability distribution of the unknown means A and JL of
measurements conforming to the normal correlation distribution, when the information about the
underlying distribution is comprised in a sample 8. I consider the consequences and applications
of this new distribution in the final Part of this paper, which now follows.
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PART IV

The new distribution's asvmDtotic form and general shaDe

I consider first the behaviour of eqn. (88) for large n. As with the original "Student's t"
distribution (compare eqn. (23c», I can write for large n that (l+x)-in ~ exp(-tnx), since these two
expressions agree if Ixl « 1 -and if this condition is not satisfied, the "probability density" in eqn.
(88) is relatively negligible. Then eqn. (88) becomes (recalling the definitions (57»

n [)./2 12
2{I-r2) +p. -2r).Ip.I] d),'d,,'Pn(d)" dp.'16) ~ -l expn

(91)
~ n

21rst(J -r2y exp d>'dIJ.
2( l-r2) st t2

which is simply a modified form of the original normal correlation distribution (eqn. (5Ia» from
which the "likelihood" was derived at the end of Part II; the modifications consist of replacing
each underlying distribution parameter by its corresponding sample parameter and then
contracting the result in both dimensions by the familiar "sampling factor" of ..jn (as in the one-
dimensional case (compare the comments on eqns. (23a) and (29c». This is another verification
of consistency, apart from its direct application to a large sample.

Next. I consider the shape of the distribution. The co-factor of (d>'dJJ.) or (d>"dJJ.') in eqns. (88)
or (91). which is often called the probability density. is constant whenever the values of >. and JJ..
or >" and JJ.'. are such that

)./2 +JJ.'2 -2r).' JJ.' or

is constant. A set of values satisfying such a relation defines an ellipse in the ().,II.)-plane, and
varying the constant produces a family of ellipses which are similar (all have the same aspect
ratio), similarly-situated (all have the same inclination to the axes of). and 11.) and concentric (all
are centred on the point).' = 0 III.' = 0 or). =xlll. =y, which is both the maximum and the centre
of symmetry of the probability density function). From these properties (particularly the last one)
it follows that the best estimate of the mean values of the underlying distribution is, as is natural,
). = x and II. = y. I will now verify these elliptical properties and discuss their relation to the
transformations examined earlier in Part II.

Probability ellioses and changes of axes

From here on I shall abandon the use of ).' and 11.' according to the definitions (57), because I wish
to revert to their use in Part II (in the text surrounding eqns. (48) and (49)) to denote the results
of rotations of axes. I therefore begin by inserting the definitions (57) into eqn. (88) to obtain my
new distribution in the form

-in

()._X)2 (p._Y)2 2r().-X)(p.-Y) ~(n-2)
211"st( 1 -r2)i

(92)d)'dj4P n(d>'dJLI9) =

52 t2 st
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Now I shift the origin of co-ordinates to the centre of the distribution at the point (X,Y), then
in an obvious notation the curves of constant probability density are given by the family of
equations

2r(~.A)(~~)
st

= a constant (say C)

or, in matrix and vector form,

.6.p.)T(~). ~JJ.) -r(st)-l
t-2

(~). = c (93b)
[S-2

-r(st)-l

On comparing this with eqns. (48b) and following, it is immediately obvious that the axes of (6.)"
6.J!) can be rotated through an angle <p which satisfies eqn. (48e), thus (provided the ellipse is not
a circle, in which case <p is indeterminate)

tan (2«p) = 2gX/(gll-g22) = -2r(st)-1/(s-2_t-2)

2rst/(s2 -t2)

and (by analogy with eqns. (48k) and (48l» the corresponding new co-ordinates are

6.),' = (cosc/» 6,). + (sinc/» 6,p.

(93e)6.J1,' = (-sin</» ~>.. + (cas</» ~JI.

with an anti-clockwise rotation from (~)., ~11.) to (~).', ~11.'). Eqn. (93c) has four solutions within
the standard range of angles, spaced 900 apart; these correspond to aligning positive ~).' (say) with
each of the four semi-axes of the ellipse in turn. (A condition for selecting the semi-major pair
will be given shortly.) To prove that eqn. (93a) actually is an ellipse, I note that eqn. (93b) in the
primed co-ordinates is simply (from eqn. (48j); note that C is unchanged)

(~).I ~p./) OJ (£)..).1

tl-2
~JJ./)T

[~-2
= c

or

which is indeed an ellipse, centred at the origin (of both primed and unprimed co-ordinates), with
its semi-axes aligned with the axes of the primed co-ordinates and of lengths s'.[C and t'.[C (e.g.
Jeffreys and Jeffreys [3]), where it is natural to choose the ~>"-direction as the major axis. The
simplest way to determine s' and t' is by noting (from Wilkinson [4]) that the rotation from
unprimed to primed co-ordinates does not change the eigenvalues of the embedded (2x2)-matrix
(in the notation of eqns. (48), Gik and (RTGikR) have the same eigenvalues); hence the two
matrices
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-r(st)-l

t-2 ~-2 t' -~J
(93h)and

-2
5

-r(5t)-1

have the same eigenvalues. (Making the choice of s' as the semi-major axis now requires (using
eqns. (48d) and (93c)) that sin (2<p) has the same sign as r.) It is also known (e.g. [4]) that the sum
of the eigenvalues of a matrix is equal to the sum of its diagonal elements, and that the product
of the eigenvalues of a matrix is equal to its determinant; hence the sums of diagonal elements of
the matrices (93h) are equal, and so are their determinants. These equalities give, respectively,

g'-2 + t'-2 ~ g-2 + t-2

and

S,-2t'-2 = s-2t-2 (1-r2)

then s-2 and t-2 are the roots of the quadratic equation

(93k)x2 -(S'-2 +t'-2)X + (S'-2t'-2) = 0

which, from eqns. (93i) and (93j), is

x2 -(S-2+t-2)X + s-2t-2 (1-r2) ~ 0

This can be solved by the well-known formula. I note that, since the right-hand side of eqn. (93j)
is strictly positive (r2 < 1), the product of S.-2 and t.-2 is strictly positive, so they are both strictly
positive or both strictly negative; but if they were both strictly negative, the right-hand side of
eqn. (93i) would be strictly negative, which is impossible; hence they are both strictly positive.
This, of course, is as it should be. It is also interesting to consider whether the ellipse can
degenerate into a circle, for which the condition is S.-2 = t.-2 or the two roots of eqn. (93t) being
equal. This can only happen if the quadratic equation's discriminant vanishes, that is if (b2-4ac)
= 0 when eqn. (931) is rewritten as (aX2+bX+c) = 0, or

(S-2+t-2)2 -4(s-2t-2(I-r2» = 0

(93m)(S-2-t-2)2 + 4s-2t-2r2

which requires both (S-2 = t-2), or s = t, and r = O. (This double condition makes eqn. (93c) break
down, as stated in the text preceding it.) It follows that the probability density cannot be
transformed into a uniform circular distribution unless it is already distributed that way, which
again is physically sensible.

By these considerations I have shown that the probability density is distributed in such a way that
the curves of equal density are ellipses and are all centred at the shifted origin (X."Y). These
ellipses are also similar (since the ratio s'.{C:t'.{C is the same for all C and depends only on s. t and
r through eqn. (93l» and are similarly-situated (since if> likewise depends only on s. t and r
through eqn. (93c). and not on C). It remains to discuss how to calculate the probability that the
unknown means of the underlying distribution lie in any particular region of the ()..JJ.)-plane. For
regions of arbitrary shape this can only be done by numerical integration of eqn. (92). about
which there is really nothing more to be said. However. random uncertainties are usually assessed
with reference to simple regions centred on the best estimates of the measurands (here x and"Y).
There are two plausible choices of region in the present case: an ellipse of constant probability
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density (with orientation and aspect ratio determined from eqns (93» or a circle (ignoring the
angular variation of the probability density). I discuss the circular region first, as this is currently
used for uncertainty assessment.

Probability within a circular region

To specify the probability that the true means (A,I') lie within a radius 'lp of the estimated means
(X,Y), I introduce polar co-ordinates in the form

>. = X + '7 cos 1/1

J1. = Y + rJ sin 1/1

with the usual two-dimensional differential form

d>' dfJ. == d(>' -X) d(fJ. -Y) = 1J d1J dtjl (0 ~ 1/1 ~ 271", FJ ~ 0)

Then, from eqn (92),

'1p 2~

Pn('7 ~ '7p) = ! ! p n (dT]dt/lI6)

-in
2'K '7p

r r (0 -2)
i ~ 21rst( 1 -r2)i

"d"dt/J
(95)

The simplest representation of this is achieved by performing the integration over TJ, which can
be done at sight after noticing that (TJdTJ) = td(TJ2); then (since n ~ 3)

-!(n-2)

"'
[, .

!
2~

1 + 1

(1 -r2)p n ('1 ~ '1p) = d1/l

(96a)

For purely numerical purposes this is Quite satisfactory as it stands: that is to say, a good numerical
integration routine will easily calculate it for given l1p, s, t and r. It is equally easy to calculate
the complementary form. If l1p is allowed to tend to infinity, the region of integration extends
to the whole ().,Jl.) or (11,1/1) plane, and since the distribution (92) has been normalised, it follows
immediately that
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2~

I
(1 -r2)i211"St . 11 = Pn("~OO) =

d1jl

and so

P n (T] ~ T]p) = 1 -P n (T] ~ T]p)

2~

! (1 -r2)i
21rst

dtjl

Eqn (96b) can be directly verified in a suggestive way, thus:

-1

d1/l

(1 -r2)! 2'K

21fst

-1
1 + cos21jJ

+ d1/J
52

(1 -r2y 2w-

211"5t

-1

rsint/l
st

(96d)d1/l
52 t2

which admits the standard substitution z=exp(i1jl), dz=izd1jl with i=.{ -1 (e.g. Jeffreys and
Jeffreys [3], Copson [5]) reducing it to the integral of a rational function of z -the reciprocal of
a quadratic polynomial, in general -around the unit circle in the complex z plane. On rejecting
the unphysical possibilities s=O, t=O, r2= I, the integrand is found to have one simple pole inside
the unit circle and its other pole outside, so the contour integration is elementary. However, if
s=t and r=O, giving the uniform circular distribution mentioned after eqn (93m). the rational
function integrand degenerates to the reciprocal of z. and the other eqns (96) degenerate also,

giving

-t(n -2)

Pn(l1 ~ l1p) =

2
+ TIp

(S&t)2

where (s&t) denotes the common value of sand t in this special case. An exact form like this will
appear later when I consider elliptical probability regions. In the meantime, I note regretfully that
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this contour integration technique is not useful for general values of '1p, s, t and r, because the
integrand in eqn (96a) has a branch point for odd n, and for large even n it is prohibitively
complicated to determine recursively the residues of the corresponding rational function's poles;
likewise the possible recursive representation in terms of complete elliptic integrals is
impracticably complicated to handle. However, if '1p is not too large relative to sand t, it is
possible to obtain a result of some value by expanding the numerator of the integrand in eqn (96a)

as a power series in ('1~) and then integrating term by term, as in the next section.

Probability within a circular region of moderate radius

I define an auxiliary parameter h by

noting that (t2-S2)2 + (2rst)2 = (t2+S2)2 -4s2t2(I-r2) and so, for all physically realistic s, t and f,
0 ~ h < (t2+S2), the lower bound being only attainable for the uniform circular distribution with
s=t and r=O. I also introduce an auxiliary angle 1/10 defined by

h cost/lo ~ (t2 -S2)

h sint/lo = 2rst

(With these definitions it follows from eqns (93c) and (93h) that (211»=71"-1/;0; see the Appendix.)
Then

+ cos2T/J [~
2s2

-1

2t2
-sin21/1 [~)

1 1-+-
2s2 2t2

(97d)

using eqns (97b) and (97c). Hence, from eqn (96c), on introducing for later convenience the
definition
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--2
'7p = '7p

it follows that

Pn(TJ2 ~ ijp) = I -
df/J

2~

I
=

d1/l
211"st(1-r2y

2'K"

I
1= 1 -

d1jJ
21rst( 1 -r2)i

Writing P n(T12~ijp) as the functional form ~ (ijp) for convenience, I can immediately expand this
in a Taylor-Maclaurin series as

where p;;' (k) denotes the kth derivative of P;; (ijp) with respect to ijp, P;;' (k) (0) is that derivative's

value at ijp = 0, and the series starts at k=l because P;;(O) is zero from eqn (96a) (or indeed from

common sense). The derivatives may be evaluated by differentiating k times under the integral

sign in eqn (98a) and then setting ijp = 0 (the resulting integrands are all everywhere finite, since
h«t2+s2) and so the denominators never vanish); the result of this procedure is

2~!
1 [(t2+S2) + hcoS1/J](k-l} (l-tn)(l :::tn-l) (l-tn-(k-l» d1/J

(2s2t2(1-r2»(k-l)211"st( 1 -r2)!

(k-l)

-(-l)(k+l) (tn+k-2)(tn+k-3) (tn-l)

-(st( 1 -r2y)k

2r
}~ r [ (t2+S2) + hcost/l

211" ~ 2st( 1 -r2y dt/l (98c)

~
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The expression in the brace brackets here may be written as

(98d)

using the definition (97a), where obviously

Q = (t2+s2)f(2st(l-r2)i)

and, according to Jeffreys and Jeffreys [3] or Copson [5], expression (98d) is the Legendre
polynomial of order (k-l) and argument a, which I write (following [3]) as Pk-l (a) (the customary

notation Pk-l(a) would be too confusing here). Then, since Pk-l(a) = (-I)(k-l)Pk-l( -a) (from [3]

or [5]), eqn (98c) becomes (using also the r-function recurrence, eqn (7Ie»

(st( 1 -r2)i)k

= (tn+k-2)(tn+k-3) (tn-l) Pk-l [..:_~!:~
J(st(l-r2)i)k

2st(l-r2)!

t2 +S2

2st( l-r2)1r(tn-l)

and so, from eqns (98b) and (97e),

k

t2 +S2

2st(l-r2)!

The Legendre polynomials all have the same argument and may be evaluated using the (apparently
stable) recurrence relation (from [3])

(98h)(k+l)pk+l(-a) + (2k+l)aPk(-a) + kpk-l(-a) = 0

using the notation of the definition (98e), with the starting values (also from [3])

(98i)po(-a) =

Pl( -Q) = -Q

Unfortunately this result is not very useful. As remarked at the end of the last section, it depends
ultimately on expanding the brace-bracketed part of the integrand of eqns (96a) or (98a) as a
binomial series in powers of

,,~[(t2+S2) + hcos1/l] / (2s2t2(I-r2» (98k)

and the series converges only if expression (98k) is less than 1 throughout the range of 1/1; using
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Probability within a circular re2ion of arbitr:arv radius

I now rewrite eqn (95) in the form

'1p

I
-in2r

I
(n -2)

211"St( I -r2)!

Pn(TI ~ TIp) = d1] 1]
dtjl

(99a)

where from eqD (97d)

-2r sin1jJ cos1jJ = (2s2t2)-1 «t2+S2) + h cos(21/1+V'o»
S2 t2 st

Hence the square-bracketed inner integral part of eqn (99a) may be written as

-in2r

I
(n -2)

2'1rst( 1 -r2)! df/J
2s2t2 (1 -r2)

-in -in
2'K

I
2TJ2h sin2(1/I+t1/l0)f72(t2+s2+h)+

(0-2)
21rst( 1 -r2)i

1 -=
d1j1

2s2t2( 1 -r2) 2s2t2(I-r2) + f72(t2+s2+h)

-in -in
2'K

I
1 + 112(t2+S2+h)(0 -2)

27rst( I -r2)i

2f72h sin2tjJ

2s2t2(I-r2) + f72(t2+s2+h)
1 -

d1jJ
2s2t2( I -r2)

-in -in
!-x!

(n -2)

7fst( 1 -r2)i
21/2h sin21j1

2s2t2(1-r2) + 1/2(t2+S2+h)
1 -

2dt/l
2s2t2( 1 -r2)
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In the last integral here I make the substitutions (after eqns (70»

(99d)w = sin21/J

dw = 2 sin1/1 cos1/1 d1/1

with (O~w~l), which transform the integral into the form

-in
1

21]2hw

2s2t2( 1 -r2) + 1]2( t2 +S2 +h)
dw w-i(l-w)-i 1 -

Using the binomial expansion in reverse (compare eQn (74b», I can now write

-in

= F2T]2hw

2s2t2( 1 -r2) + T]2( t2 +S2 +h)

2772hw= F (tn, c; c;
2s2t2( 1 -r2) + ,,2( t2 +S2 +h)

on recalling the argument preceding eqn (79). I now choose c=t in this last hypergeometric
expression, and substitute back into the integral expression (99f) which then becomes

1

! [ [ 21l2h ] ]tn. t; t; w
2s2t2( 1 -r2) + 1l2( t2 +S2 +h)

dw w-i(l-w)-i F (99h)

Now I can compare this form with the integral expression (72a), with which I can identify it by
choosing the parameters in expression (72a) to be z = 2172h/(2s2t2(I-r2)+172(t2+s2+h», 1=t, a=tn, b=t
and c= I. The conditions stated after expression (72a) are satisfied; clearly C>1>O, and Izl<1 because
(with the usual physical restrictions) 172~o, h~O, (t2+s2»h and (2s2t2(I-r2»>O, so that O~z<l.
Hence, from expressions (72a) and (72e), the value of expression (99h) is

tn, t; 1; 21}2h
]2s2t2(I-r2) + 1}2(t2+S2+h)

~~!2!ltl F
r(l)

and since r( t )=.[11" and r( 1)= 1, substituting expression (99i) back into eqn (99c) gives

-in

1 + ,,2(t2+S2+h} 2772htn, t; 1;
2s2t2(I-r2) + 772(t2+s2+h)

_J~
st(] -r2)i

F
2s2t2( 1 -r2)

The principal argument of the last hypergeometric function (z, in the notation of the last
paragraph) is strictly less than 1 in magnitude, so in principle the function can be evaluated from
its series expansion (71 d), which reduces eqn (99a) to a numerical integration over '1; but, if n is
large and '1 is not small, the convergence of the series is formidably slow, because the first
parameter contributes to the kth term a factor (tn)(tn+l) (tn-l+k). If n is not very large, this
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difficulty may be dealt with by using the Gaussian recurrence relation (e.g. Copson [5],
Erdelyi [7]; compare eqn (98h»

k(z-l) F(k+l,t; l;z) + «2k-l) -(k-t)z) F(k,t; l;z) (99k)

+ (l-k)F(k-l,t;l;z) = 0

which allows F(tn,t;l;z) to be built up from F(l,t;l;z) (if n is even) or from F(t,t;l;z) and
F(-t,t;l;z) (if n is odd), The last two hypergeometric functions may be evaluated from the series
expansion (7Id) with reasonable facility, provided the values of s, t and r are not close to extreme
cases; while the function F(l,t;l'z) is (l-z2)-i, from the discussion preceding eqn (79), (As in the
previous section, the recurrence relation (99k) appears to be stable.) The square-bracketed inner
integral part of eqn (99a) may therefore be regarded as determined by eqn (99j), and so the value
of TIp for given s, t and r and specified P n(TI~Tlp) can be determined by successive approximations
in eqn (99a). provided n is not too large for the recurrence relation (99k) to be conveniently
applied; the most logical choice of successive-approximation method seems to be the well-known
Newton-Raphson algorithm, since the derivative of P n<TI~Tlp) with respect to TIp is simply the
integrand in eqn (99a) evaluated at the upper limit of integration (TIp),

If n is very large, eqn (99a) approaches a kind of Gaussian limit, as the one-dimensional "Student's

t" distribution does. Suppose that 1J~ < 2s2t2(I-r2)/(nh); this is not as restrictive as it seems,
provided that r2 is not very close to I, as will become clear. Then the hypergeometric function
in eqn (99j) approaches its degenerate or confluent form, and I can write (e.g. Copson [5],
Erdelyi [7]) for any z of order (n-1) or smaller

F(tn, t; 1; z) = IF1(t; l;tnz) + O(n-l) (lOOa)

and similarly

-in

TJ2(t2+s2+h)+ n'12( t2 +S2 +h)
+ 0(0-1)= exp (IOOb)

2s2t2( 1 -r2) 4s2t2(1-r2)

(IOOc)

and from [5] or Jeffreys and Jeffreys [3]

IFl(t; l;tnz) = exp(tnz) Io(tnz)

where 10 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and of order O. The required z here is
(from eqn (99j» 2772h/(2s2t2(I-r2)+772(t2+s2+h», which for all 77 in the range 0 to 77p may be written

(using the restriction on 77~ in terms of n) as 772h/(s2t2(I-r2» + relative error of (n-l), provided
that sand t are not nearly equal. Then eqn (99j) reduces, with relative error of (n-l), to

,nf72(t2+S2)_
] 10

4s2t2( 1 -r2)
(lOOd)

n
;t(i-=;2)i e x p

and so eqn (99a) becomes
Flp

IPn(1] ~ 1]p) ~ (IOOe)
n

df7f7 exp
st(l-r2)!
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The appearance here of the function 10 is consistent with the researches into random electronic
noise distributions by Rice [9]. If r2 is not too close to I, the maximum argument of the 10 factor
is about t; so (from the series expansion of 10 in Jeffreys and Jeffreys [3] or Copson [5]) the 10
factor varies only between I and about 11/16 over the range of integration in eqn (IOOe), and can
be dropped in the first approximation. Its co-factor will be recognised as the probability density
of a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, which may be integrated at sight to give

p n ('1 ~ '1p) ~ 2st(l-r2)!

(t2+S2)
(IOOf)1 -exp

From the definition (97a) of h (and its discussion) it is clear that the factor in front of the square
brackets here is less than unity, and so therefore is the whole expression, as it should be.
Moreover the two main factors are both 0(1), provided sand t are not very different; from this

it follows that the restriction on 11~ is not very significant, because the range over which it applies
includes most of the probability (this is somewhat similar to the behaviour of the binomial law as
it tends to the normal distribution, described in Part I). Also, the "scaling parameter" in the
distribution (1 OOf) is clearly proportional to 1 Iv'" n, a result which has appeared several times
before in Parts I and II and this Part.

In the derivation of eqns (100) I ruled out of consideration all extreme combinations of values of
s, t and r, including s=t and r=O (the uniform circular distribution). In fact, however, the
degenerate form of eqn (I OOf) for this case, which is

2
D1Jp

2(S&t)2
(100g)p n ('1 ~ '1p) ~ -exp

(using the notation of eqn (96e», is clearly the proper form for large n of eqn (96e), using the
well-known exponential limit as expressed by eqn (IOOb). This comes about because eqn (96e)
is itself a special case of the distribution within regions bounded by ellipses of constant
probability density, and I now derive this distribution to complete my mathematical analysis.

Probability within a region bounded by an elliose of constant orobability density

I treat this by introducing a parametric form similar to that of eqns (94); thus

). = X + SR{(t(l+r)Ycos1/l' + (t(l-r)Ysin1/l'} (IOIa)

(lOlb)

or, using the notation of eqns (93),

(lOlc)~.A = .A -X = sR COS(1/I/_1/I~)

(IOld)-I I~p. = p.-y = tRcos(1/I+1/Io)
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where

tan t/I~ = «l-r)/(l +r»i (IOle)

with O<1/1ri<t1l" (allowing for negative values of r). Using either of these forms, as 1/1' increases
from 0 to 211" the point (>.,p.) proceeds clockwise (the natural direction, if not the mathematicians'
choice) once around a closed curve satisfying eqn (93a) (which has been proved to be an ellipse),
with the constant C in that equation having the value (l-r2)R2, so that the semi-axes of the ellipse
are s'(I-r2)iR and t'(I-r2)~ in the notation of eqns (93). I can write these as s"R and t"R, where
(by transforming eqns (93k) and 93l» the quantities S,,2 and t,,2 are the roots of the quadratic
equation

(IOlr)(S-2t-2) X2 -(S-2+t-2) X + (l-r2) = 0

or

(101g)x2 -(S2+t2) X + s2t2(I-r2) = 0

On substituting the value for C of eqn (93a) into eqn (92), I obtain

Pn(d)'dI.J.19) = (n-2) {I + R2}-in

21rst( 1 -r2)i
d)'dp. (lO2a)

In terms of the Jacobian determinant, I have here (using eqns (IOlc) and (IOld»

B(J.,p.)

B(R,1/I') (~J [!i£;J -(~J
B>"

B1/I1

dRd1/l' =d-XdJ]. = dRdl/l'

{s COS(1/I/_1/I~)}

-stR [sin {(tIl' +t/I~) -(t/I/_t/l~)}J dRdt/l'

-stR sin (21/J~) dRd1/J' (IO2b)

From the specification of 1/J~ at eqn (IOle), sin (21/J~) is positive throughout the range of 1/J~
(except at the unattainablejunphysical endpoints where it vanishes), and so the Jacobian in eqn
(IO2b) is essentially negative. This is due to the fact that 1/J' increases clockwise, and so (R,1/J') is
a left-handed co-ordinate set while (>.,/J) is a right-handed one, which is inconsistent; to restore
consistency I change the sign in eqn (IO2b). Also, from eqn (IOle)
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(IO2c)

(IO2d)

so

2r Rp

I I
P n (R ~ Rp) = p n (dRdtjl'IO)

2~ Rp

I I

(lO2e)

(lO2f)

P n (R ~ Rp) = I -exp { -tnR~} + 0(n-1)
(102g)

(IO2h)
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where the first approximation shows, as always, that the scale factor of the distribution for large
n and constant total probability is proportional to III" n. This exponential form is similar to the
Rayleigh distribution.

Eqn (I02e) is not entirely original, having been almost derived by Wilks [10]. He obtained an
expression equivalent to the result of integrating eqn (I02d) with respect to 1/1' from 0 to (211") -as
in eqn (I02e) -but failed to notice that the integration over R can also be performed in closed
form; this is understandable, since he was concerned to derive the distribution of R (or a
generalisation of it) not only for measurement pairs but for any multiplets of measurements
(triplets, quadruplets, etc.). However, Wilks' derivation relies on the idea of "maximum
likelihood" (e.g. Jeffreys [1], Kendall and Stuart [11 D, and is therefore neither rigorous nor strictly
accurate (except when n is assumed to be very large, an assumption which I have carefully avoided
from the start of this work); so the agreement must be regarded as no more than an encouraging
coincidence. Moreover, there is no reliable way of arguing back from the distribution of R (eqn
(I02e)) to the joint distribution of), and p. (eqn (92)); so even if Wilks' derivation is admitted, the
fundamental conclusion of this paper does not follow, and the present independent analysis is still
necessary. For a detailed philosophical and analytical comparison of "maximum likelihood" with
the so-called "Bayesian method" (which I have essentially used) and certain other possibilities, the
reader is referred to Jeffreys [1] and particularly to Kendall and Stuart [11].
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, I have presented a derivation from first principles of the probability distribution
of a sample of measurements of a complex number when the underlying law of joint distribution
of the complex number's real and imaginary parts is the distribution of normal correlation, and
I have shown that the derivation is valid under the same general conditions which make the
Gaussian normal law be the underlying law of distribution of one measurable quantity. With the
five principal parameters of the sample (X,y,s,t and r) defined by eqns (52) from the individual
measurement pairs (Xj,yj: i=l to n), where n is the number of measurement pairs in the sample,
the joint probability that the mean values in the underlying law are (A,IS) is given by eqn (92),
which is normalised to unity total probability. The best estimate of these underlying mean values
is the sample's joint mean (X;Y), and the distribution of probability is such that equal values of
probability density lie on an ellipse.

The ellipses of constant probability density are all centred at the point (X;Y) in the (x,y) or (.).,p.)
plane; they are similar (all having the same aspect ratio or eccentricity); and they are similarly
situated (everyone has its major axis inclined to the x-axis by the angle I/> (measured anti-
clockwise from the x-axis to the major axis) given by eqns (97b) and (97c), or by eqn (93c) with
sin(21/» having the same sign as r). (See also the Appendix.) If the semi-major and semi-minor
axes of any such ellipse are taken as (s"Rp) and (t"Rp) respectively, where the quantities s" and
t" (which fix the common aspect ratio) are the square roots of the roots of the quadratic equation
(10 I g) and Rp is a parametric scaling factor, then the probability that both mean values in the
underlying law lie within the ellipse parametrised by Rp is given by the expression (IO2e), which
is far simpler than any other relevant law of distribution. The probability that both mean values
in the underlying law lie within a circle of radius l1p centred at (X,Y) can also be expressed in
various ways simpler than two-dimensional numerical integration, notably the one-dimensional
numerical integral (96a) and (for sufficiently smalll1p) the convergent infinite series (98g) with
parameters determined recursively from eqns (98h)-(98j).

I consider that the most logical and satisfactory way of specifying random uncertainties of
measurements tractable by my analysis is by quoting the dimensions and orientation of that ellipse
of constant probability density within which there is a specified probability (e.g. "95%") of finding
the mean values of the underlying distribution; and I hope that the existence of this analysis will
stimulate discussion among measurement specialists about this proposed specification and other
possible methods of applying my theoretical results.
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APPENDIX

The determination of the angle cP between the x-axis of the measurements and the major axis of
the ellipses of constant probability density has been presented very briefly in the main text. As
this angle is essential to the natural specification of the uncertainty with which a measurement
sample's joint mean estimates the joint true mean of the underlying distribution, I present a
detailed derivation here.

Compare eqns (93) and (48). The angle <P is defined by eqns (93d) and (93e), or eqns (48k) and
(48l). It has the property that, when its corresponding rotation transformation (using the matrix
definition (48c» is applied to the matrix of the gik in eqn (48d), that matrix becomes the matrix
of the gik' in eqn (48d). The matrix elements g12' and g21' are both zero, for which the necessary
and sufficient condition is eqn (48e); when the values of the gik specified in eqns (93) are inserted
into eqn (48e), it becomes eqn (93c), which depends only on ratios of matrix elements, so the
scaling from s' and t' in eqns (93) to s" and t" in the text of eqns (10 I) does not affect it.

Now, I remark that the semi-axes s" and t" (with the scaling) or s' and t' (without it) must be
different, unless the ellipses degenerate into circles (for which eqn (93m) shows that s=t and r=O,
and eqn (93c) breaks down -as is reasonable, since a circle has no preferred axes). The angle <I>
is defined in eqns (93d) and (93e) as the angle between the ~)'-direction (which is the original x-
axis) and the ~).'-direction, which I want to be the common major axis of the ellipses. Satisfying
eqn (93c) makes the matrix elements g12' and g21' both zero, which (from eqns (48j), (93f) and
93g» is sufficient to align the ~).'-direction with one or other of the lines of semi-axes; to achieve
alignment specifically with the common major axis, however, the matrix element gll' in eqn (48j),
which has the value s.-2 in eqn (93f), must be the matrix element corresponding to the major axis,
since it is obviously the matrix element corresponding to the ~).'-direction. In the non-degenerate
or truly elliptical general case, the semi-major axis (which is proportional to s', from eqn (93g»
is by definition bigger than the semi-minor axis (which is proportional to t', from eqn (93g».
Hence, in eqn (93f) S.-2 is smaller than t'-2; or, in eqn (48d) gll' is smaller than g22'. These two
matrix elements can be evaluated, using eqn (48d), from the matrix elements gll' g22 and
g12=g21=gX; which, from eqn (93b) compared with eqns (48b) and (48d), are respectively
proportional to s-2, t-2 and (-r(st)-l). The condition gll'<g22' is not affected by constants of
proportionality or scaling factors (provided they are positive, which they obviously are from the
text of eqns (101»; so I may disregard the proportionality and write simply into eqn (48d)

gll = S-2 .-2 gx ~ -r(st)-l(Ala); (Alb); (Alc)&22 =

Then, from eqn (48d), with eqns (Ala)-(Alc) and (93c),

= (gllsin2<f) + g22cos2<f) -gxsin2<f» -(gllCOS2<f) + g22sin2<f) + gxsin2<f»

= (g22 -gll) (COS2tJ> -sin2tJ» -2gxsin2tJ> = (g22 -gll)cos2tJ> -2gxsin2tJ>

«g22 -glJ -2gxtan2<f» cos2<f>
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S2 -t2

S2t2

4r2

N cos2cP+

= (st)-2 (S2-t2)2 + 4r2s2t2) cos2cP
S2 -t2

(A2a)

In this inequality I substitute from the definition (97a), recalling that the quantity h cannot vanish
in the non-degenerate case; then

(st)-2 h2 [~
JS2 -t2

> 0
(A2b)

or

cos2«f) ~ KC (S2-t2) (A2c)

where Kc is strictly positive (note that cos21jJ and (s2-t2) can vanish, as long as they vanish (or not)
together, and as long as r does not also vanish to avoid the degenerate case). On multiplying eqn
(A2c) by eqn (93c), I have

sin24> ~ cos24> tan 24> ~ KC(s2-t2) (2rst/(s2_t2»

(A2d)
2rstKc

provided (for the moment) that (S2-t2) * 0 to justify the cancellation at the last stage. I can
immediately remove this restriction. When (s2-t2)=O, cos24>=O from eqn (A2c), so this equation
no longer determines Kc. Hence I can choose a strictly positive Kc to satisfy eqn (A2d), provided
sin24> and r have the same sign; and when cos24> vanishes, the third line of eqn (A2a) reduces to

0 < -2gx sin2<p = 2r(st)-1 sin2<p (A2e)

so r and sin2~ do indeed have the same sign (and are both forbidden to vanish, which is to be
expected since in this special case r cannot vanish without causing degeneracy and no sine can
vanish simultaneously with its cosine). Hence eqns (A2c) and (A2d) both hold, whether (S2-t2)=0
or not; and (2~) then follows by rectangular-to-polar conversion, the ambiguity of 11" radians or
1800 in ~ having no significance since either direction along the major axis will do.

Finally, I make this appendix logically complete by proving that (24»=11"-1/10' using the notation and
text of eqns (97). I remark that Kc=h-l; on squaring and adding eqns (A2c) and (A2d), this result
follows immediately from eqn (97a), remembering that Kc is strictly positive and h is non-
negative by definition. Eqn (A2d) then becomes identical with (97c), while eqn (A2c) becomes
identical with (97b) except for a reversal of sign; so (24» and 1/10 have identical sines and sign-
reversed cosines, and the stated relationship between these angles then follows.
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